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Established approaches in imaging genetics and genome wide association studies
(GWAS) such as univariate, multivariate and voxel-wise approaches, are prone to cer-
tain disadvantages such as being computationally expensive, selection of imaging phe-
notypes (IPs) requiring knowledge of which features are relevant for the task, and/or
that relationships between different IPs are lost. In this thesis, uses of Random For-
est Classification (RFC) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) within imag-
ing genetic studies of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and genetic data from the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database, have been investigated,
with the hope of addressing the issues of the established approaches. CNNs were found
to be a possible powerful tool in assessing which brain areas are affected by specific
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1 Introduction
Imaging genetics is an emerging interdisciplinary research field, aiming to assess, dis-
cover and evaluate the associations between genetic variations and imaging measures
[119]. In other words, imaging genetic studies provides the opportunity to further our
understanding of the impact of genetic variation on individual differences in behaviour,
personality, disease development and body function. A common kind of genetic vari-
ation are single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). A SNP is a variation in nucleotide
base at a single position in a DNA sequence that are quite common between individ-
uals of the same species [78]. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) investigates
associations between numerous SNPs and phenotypes [118].
The first imaging genetic studies used linear regression in univariate analysis of as-
sociation between a selected few candidate regions of interest (ROI) in the brain and
genetic markers [80]. By performing a great number of pair-wise univariate analyses,
this method can be used for brain-wide genome-wide studies. Voxel-wise approaches
fits separate models to each image voxel, often for multiple genetic markers at the
time, also analysing the relationship between genetic markers. However, such multiple
univariate analysis are highly computationally expensive, and faces several challenges
with regard to finite CPU speed, and limited CPU nodes and computer memory [54].
For n genetic variants and m brain locations, n ·m analyses are performed. With all
known genetic variants known today, and all possible brain image locations, n ·m can
easily be a total of ∼ 1012.
To address the computational disadvantages of voxel-wise GWAS (VGWAS), Huang
et al. presented the Fast Voxelwise Genome Wide Association AnalysiS (FVGWAS)
framework in 2015 [54]. With this framework they were able to assess 501,584 SNPs
with 193,275 voxels in a little over two days on a single CPU [54].
Commonly, several areas of the brain are involved in carrying out brain functions. Thus,
another disadvantage of massive univariate and voxel-wise approaches is that this re-
lationship between the brain areas, or more generally, the image phenotypes (IPs), are
lost [80]. Multivariate high-dimensional regression to entire datasets have been em-
ployed to tackle this issue. At the same time, such multivariate analysis is also highly
computationally expensive with high-dimensional data. Thus, brain image information
is commonly summarized using a relatively small number of brain summary measures
across som key ROIs [80]. Selecting such regions of interest requires previous knowl-
edge of which are wise to choose for the task at hand. Consequently, information from
unknown related regions is lost. Another approach is feature extraction methods , such
as principal component analysis (PCA). In addition to PCA, common tools used in
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multivariate analysis, both for assessing multiple image features and multiple genetic
markers, include multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR), independent component
analysis(ICA), and clustering [72].
A problem with the feature extraction dimensionality reduction approaches, is that
model interpretability, i.e. finding which IPs specific genetic markers are associated
with, is lost. Random Forest (RF) is a machine learning (ML) algorithm that can pro-
cess high-dimensional data fast, performing feature selection implicitly [76]. Such
speedy algorithms could be answer to many of the challenges of the traditional imag-
ing genetic approaches.
As magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can perform measures of brain anatomy and
function, the symptoms of neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
and Schizophrenia are visible in MRI data [27]. Signatures showing AD in MRI data
include decrement of brain tissue volumes, firstly in the medial temporal lobe, and ab-
normalities in neuronal activity while performing cognitive tasks [57]. Understanding
and discovering genetic risk factors of such diseases is an important step for develop-
ment of practices in prevention, diagnosis and treatment of them [54]. Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI), a study aimed to develop biomarkers that
helps with early detection and tracking of AD [8], and other big studies and research
projects collecting medical image and genetic data from large cohorts, have become a
great resource for imaging genetic studies aimed to assess and discover genetic vari-
ants associated with the diseases.
For traditional ML classification and regression, brain features are typically engineered
from MRI scans by segmenting the brain structure into anatomical regions or tissue
types, and then calculating different characteristics such as region volumes and tissue
thickness [90]. Deep learning (DL) algorithms such as convolutinal neural networks
(CNNs, however, can work with raw image data directly. Due to their great ability at
learning useful representations of images, CNNs are of great interest in medical imag-
ing. These image features automatically learned by a CNN during training, have long
surpassed the features engineered by hand [73]. DL is therefore becoming a method-
ology of choice for analyzing medical images, and has seen applications within image
classification, disease diagnosis, object detection, image segmentation, image restora-
tion, image reconstruction and other tasks [73; 105].
The ADNI has collected thousands of brain scans, genetic profiles, and blood and cere-
brospinal fluid biomarkers from almost two thousand elderly individuals that either are
control subjects or have mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or AD. The MRI datasets
from ADNI have been used to train and validate CNNs before. One such model was
designed to predict MCI subjects that will convert to AD [71]. The model was boosted
with assisted structural brain image features and achieved an accuracy of 79.9%. An-
other CNN, also designed to predict MCI conversion to AD, as well as predicting the
individual diagnosis of AD, achieved an accuracy of 99% in predicting AD, and 75%
in discriminating between MCI which will convert to AD and stable MCI [14].
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1.1 Aims
The aim of this study was to research the uses of Random Forest Classification (RFC)
and CNNs in imaging genetics, hopefully addressing some of the disadvantages of
established approaches. Firstly, by using classification of AD diagnosis for feature
selection of hand engineered features from MRI data. Secondly, by assessing genetic
variation associated with AD, in performing brain-wide genome-wide studies using
RFC with the selected features. Lastly, by using the power of CNNs to find important
data structures, to assess which brain areas are affected by a selected set of genetic
variants, directly on raw MR image data. The MRI, diagnostic and genetic data from
the ADNI database have been used for these studies.
2 Background
2.1 An Introduction to Machine Learning
Machine learning (ML) is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI), whose basic prin-
ciple is automatic modeling of underlying processes that have generated the collected
data [64]. A machine learning algorithm produces a model based on the data. Mitchell
[77] defined learning as:
"A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some
class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T,
as measured by P, improves with experience E.
Machine learning is split into three types: supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement
learning. In supervised learning, the data is labeled, meaning the algorithm is fed the
"answer" to the objects during training. Supervised learning is used for classification
and regression tasks. In classification, labels are categorical. An example of a classifi-
cation task is to classify animals from images. In regression, labels are continuous. An
example of a regression task is to predict age of individuals from images. Performance
measure of supervised learning is typically prediction accuracy or error. Unsupervised
learning uses no labels in it’s learning process. Typical unsupervised tasks are cluster-
ing and dimensionality reduction. In reinforcement learning there are no object/label
pairs, only feedback from the actions of an agent in an environment. The agent tries to
maximize a reward by its actions. The result of a single move is not important, but the
result of a sequence of moves [2]. The agent learns from previous actions sequences.
A typical example is game playing, like a chess AI.
This thesis will focus on supervised learning and classification problems.
2.1.1 Training ML Models
2.1.1.1 Overfitting and Underfitting
The ultimate goal of machine learning is generalization, making (good) predictions
about unseen data. A complicated model will usually fit the training data better than
a simple model, however, these models don’t necessarily generalize well. A compli-
cated model is often overfitted to the training, while a simple model is often underfitted.
Overfitting is when the model learns noise as well as the underlying function of the data
[4]. Underfitting is when the learned function is less complicated than the underlying
function. In simple terms, an overfitted model performs well on training data but gen-
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eralizes poorly, an underfitted model both perform badly on training data as well as on
unseen data. Overfitting, underfitting and a good estimation of the underlying func-
tion is illustrated in figure 2.1. Summing this up, simple, but not too simple, models
generalizes better than complex models, which corresponds to the principle Occam’s
razor, that states "(...) simpler explanations are more plausible and any unnecessary
complexity should be shaved off." [4]
Figure 2.1: Illustration of an underfitted (left), a well-fitted (middle) and an overfitted (right) model to
the data [84].
2.1.1.2 Bias and Variance
Bias and variance are two kinds of prediction errors in machine learning. Bias is error
due to modelling assumptions, variance is error due to variations in the training set.
Total prediction error is composed of bias and variance [65]. A big goal for good
ML modelling is to minimize both bias and variance, however, lowering one usually
increases the other. This is known as the bias/variance dilemma. A complex model
will generally fit better to the underlying function, thus bias decreases. However, small
fluctuations in the dataset will then have a greater affect on the fitting of the model, thus
variance increases. To sum up, underfitting models have bias, and overfitting models
have variance [5]. To some extent, overfitting and underfitting can be reduced by having
more data, as it gives the ML algorithm more cases to learn the underlying function. In
machine learning, one can never have too much data. Another kind of prediction error
is called irreducible error, which is due to the noise in the data. Irreducible error can’t
be reduced except by data cleaning. Using the animal classification of images example
from section 2.1, a way of data cleaning would be cropping out the animals from the
background.
2.1.1.3 Model Selection
To get an unbiased estimation of a model’s generalization performance, data must be
split into separate test and train sets before fitting. Furthermore, to select the best model
for the task, i.e. selecting the model with the best balance between bias and variance,
the data can be split three ways: into train, validation and test sets. Validation data is
unseen data used to select a model, while test data is unseen data used to evaluate the
performance of the selected model. In model selection, both different ML algorithms
and different hyper-parameters of these respective algorithms, can be tested by train-
ing each model instance, then measuring their performance on the validation data. The
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model with the best performance on the validation data, i.e. the model that generalized
best, is selected.
Another method for model selection is cross validation. The principle of cross vali-
dation is estimating the quality of the final model (theory) as an average of different
models (theories) [65]. In leave-one-out cross validation, each object from the train set
is left out, and the remaining objects are used for learning. Performance on the left out
object (validation object) is measured, and this step is repeated for all objects of the
train set. The validation performance is then the average of all the individual perfor-
mances. However, this process can be very time consuming. In k-fold cross validation,
the train set is split into k approximately equally sized subsets [65]. Performance is
then estimated for each of these subsets by using the remaining subsets as learning
sets, just like for the leave-one-out method. Stratified k-fold cross validation is similar,
only the subsets are build so as to preserve the original class distribution of the full set
[65]. Cross validation can also be used as a final performance estimation of a model,
which is especially useful if the total number of objects in the dataset is so small that
leaving out a test sets hinders learning.
2.1.2 Evaluating Performance of Classification Models
Classification accuracy and confusion matrix are common methods to evaluate perfor-
mance of classifiers [65]. Classification accuracy measures the success of a classifier





where ncorr equals the number of correct predictions and n is the total number of pre-
dictions. Typically, classification accuracy is given in percent (accuracy · 100%). A
confusion matrix displays the frequencies of class predictions verses the correct class
label. The diagonal of the matrix gives ncorr per class. Figure 2.2 shows an example
of a confusion matrix. This example confusion matrix shows that the model has some
problems with separating classes C1 and C2, but clearly sees the distinction between
them and class C3.
Figure 2.2: Example of a confusion matrix with three class labels, C1, C2 and C3
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When the class label distribution for the dataset is very unbalanced, other performance
measures than accuracy may be more informative. Precision, recall and F1 score are
examples of such performance measures. These measures in first instance only works
with binary (two-class) problems, though they can be tweaked to work with multi-class
problems. Let us first define one class as true, this will be the minority class, and the
other as false, the majority class, for the binary classification problem. Precision and
recall use the four elements of the confusion matrix of binary classifications: true posi-
tives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN). Precision











Simply put, precision yields information of the validity of the results, while recall in-
forms how complete they are. If one does not want to miss a single possible positive
instance, recall is a good performance measure to use. An example could be finding
people at risk of an illness; the consequences would be possibly greater of wrongly
putting someone out of the risk zone, than wrongly putting someone into the risk zone.
If, on the other hand, wrongly classifying positive instances is a greater problem, pre-
cision is a good performance measure. An example of this could be classifying spam
email; classifying an important email as spam could potentially lead to the email ac-
count user never reading it. The F1 score is an in-between of precision and recall, if
both are important for the classification task, this is a good measure to use. F1 score,
defined as
F1 =
2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall
, (2.4)
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall [65]. Computing precision and/or recall
for each class, then compute the mean, can be one way to use these measures for multi-
class problems. However, much of the original advantages of these methods will then
be lost.
2.2 Random Forest Classification
2.2.1 Ensemble Methods
In machine learning, ensemble methods are collections of classifiers/regressors where
the final prediction of the ensemble is either made by voting or a mean probability
vector. The individual models of an ensemble are called base-learners [3]. Each base-
learner can be weak and simple with large error, the only criteria being that they are
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better than random. A great property of the ensemble method, is that as long as the
base-learners are independent, it reduces variance without affecting bias. Thus, the
performance of the ensemble can be very good, even though each individual model is
weak, as long as the base-learners have low bias. There are many ways to make the
base-learners independent, the simplest being that each are trained with different data.
Other ways are using different learning algorithms, using different hyper-parameters if
it’s the same learning algorithm, or using different seeds for randomized algorithms.
2.2.1.1 Bagging
Bagging is the act of randomly drawing training subsets from the full training set, to
train each base-learner of the ensemble, then take the average over the base-learners to
make predictions [3]. For an ensemble of L base-learners, the L train subsets needed
are generated by a method called bootstrapping. The L train subsets, xi for i ∈ [1,L],
of size n, are drawn from the full train set X of size N with replacement. A weakness
of this method is that some samples of X may be drawn many times, while some will
not be drawn at all [3]. An unstable algorithm is a learning algorithm highly affected
by small changes in the train set, i.e. with high variance. Bagging works best with
unstable algorithms for base-learners.
2.2.2 Decision Trees
A decision tree is an unstable supervised learning algorithm [3], simply put, it is a set
of decision rules. It consists of a root, internal nodes, edges and leaves. The root is
the topmost node, the nodes correspond to attributes, the edges to subsets of attribute
values, while leaves are terminal nodes corresponding to class labels [66]. Each path
from root to leaf is a decision rule. The tree is called a regression tree if the leaf labels
are continuous. At each node, a test function with discrete outcomes is applied to the
input, and one of the branches are taken depending on the outcome [7]. The process
starts at the root node, and is recursively repeated until a leaf node, which yields the
output. The optimal tree is the smallest possible tree.
In a univariate tree, the test function at each node uses only one of the input dimensions
(i.e. features) [7]. If the feature has n discrete values (e.g. colour, gender, etc.), then
it will generate a n-way split, each branch corresponding to each discrete value. If the
feature has continuous numerical values, the test function fm will be a comparison. For
input x j
fm(x) : x j > wm0 (2.5)
where wm0 is a suitably chosen threshold value [7].
Tree learning algorithms are greedy, looking for the best splits from the root to the
leaves. For classification trees, splits are decided using impurity measure. A pure split
is when all inputs choosing the same branch belong to the same class, for all branches
of the split [7]. Two common impurity measures are entropy and gini index. Let the
probability of of class Ci be given by
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where Nim is the number of training instances that reaches node m and N
i
m is the number














Node m is pure if pim is either 0 or 1 for all i. If node m is not pure, the instances
should be split such that impurity after the split is minimized [7]. Though this is locally
optimal in order to ensure a small tree, it gives no guarantee of making the smallest







· Im j (2.9)
where Nm j is the number of instances of Nm that selects branch j, n is the number of
possible branches, and Im j is the impurity measure (gini index or entropy) given by
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2.2.2.1 Regularization for Decision Trees
Regularization techniques are strategies to decrease generalization error of a model,
often at the expense of training error [43]. In other words, techniques to avoid overfit-
ting. One such strategy to limit variance in decision trees is prepruning. Simply put,
this means that when the number of training instances reaching a node is smaller than
a set threshold, the node is not split further and thus becomes a leaf, setting the highest
represented class of the instances as output. Another method is postpruning. The post-
pruning process is to backtrack the tree to try to find and prune unnecessary subtrees
[7]. From the initial train set, a pruning set is set aside. The tree is then learned until
all leaves are pure on the remaining set. Then, each subtree is recursively replaced by
a leaf labeled with the majority class of the training instances, and performance on the
pruning set is measured. If a new leaf node does not decrease performance, the subtree
is pruned and the leaf node is kept. Other methods to limit variance include setting a
maximum depth or number of leaves to the tree. Setting maximum depth means to set
limit to number of nodes from root to leaf. For both maximum depth and maximum
number of leaves, the tree is generally grown in a best-first fashion.
2.2.3 Random Forest
A random forest (RF) is an ensemble of decision trees. The RF utilizes the bagging
method with a twist: in addition to the regular bootstrap sampling, a subset of the
features of the train set is also randomly selected (with repetition), meaning that the
subsets have lower dimensionality than the full set. Dropping bootstrapping, letting
each tree use the full train set, though only a limited set of features from the train set,
is also possible [65].
2.3 The Problem of High Dimensional Data
As stated before, noise is responsible for the irreducible error of an ML model. Gen-
erally, high dimensional data contain much noise, as many features may be completely
irrelevant for the task. High dimensional data also make learning computationally ex-
pensive. This section will discuss many methods of cleaning high dimensional input
data, divided into two categories, feature selection and feature extraction.
2.3.1 Feature Selection
Feature selection methods involve selecting the most useful features in the dataset for
the given task, and ignoring the rest. In subset selection, the goal is to find the best
subset of the set of features, meaning the one that most contributes to accuracy [6].
There are 2d possible subsets of d features, so unless d is small, it is not possible
to test for all. Therefore, to perform feature selection, a measure of the importance
of each feature with regard to the task at hand, is very useful. Though, there exists
algorithms for finding the best selection of features without it. RF feature importance
and permutation feature importance are examples of such measures.
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2.3.1.1 Random Forest Feature Importance
The RFC performs feature selection implicitly, by using only a small subset of features
for the classification. The feature importance scoring is a by-product of the training of
the RFC and provides a relative ranking of the features [76]. Also known as the Gini
importance, RF feature importance are impurity-based. They are each computed as the
normalized total reduction of the impurity measure criterion brought by that feature.
More explicitly, the decrease in impurity for the optimal splits at each node in each
tree in the RF, is recorded and accumulated individually for each feature [76]. This
quantity indicates how often a particular feature was selected for a split, and how large
its overall impurity reduction was. However, RF feature importances have been found
to not be reliable for all datasets. This is due to the RF feature importance computation
being biased, favoring features with great variations in their scale of measurement or
number of categories [83].
2.3.1.2 Permutation Feature Importance
Permutation feature importance, also known as mean score decrease, computes impor-
tance as a measure of decrease in model performance when the feature is permuted
(i.e. becomes noise) [83]. Firstly, model performance with original dataset is mea-
sured as baseline comparison. This is either measured with a train/validation split, or
with cross validation. Next, each feature is permuted n times with decrease in per-
formance measured for each permutation, and the mean for each feature is computed
and stored. Thus, positive importance indicates that the performance decreased when
the feature became noise, meaning the feature was important for the predictions, while
negative importance means the performance increased, thus the feature was not impor-
tant. Permutation importance is more reliable than RF importance [83]. However, this
algorithm also have its weakness: correlated features will yield smaller decreases in
performance than they necessarily should, due to the learner having access to them in
their correlated partners.
2.3.1.3 Recursive Feature Elimination
Recursive feature elimination (RFE) is an instance of backward feature selection [46].
In backward feature selection, one start with the full dataset, then eliminate one (or
more) features at the time [6]. In RFE, the given learner is first trained on the full
datset, secondly, the ranking of all features based on some importance measure is com-
puted, finally, the feature (or features) with of the smallest ranking is removed. This
procedure is then repeated for the new, smaller dimensional dataset, either until the de-
sired dimension is reached, or until there is only one feature left, yielding a feature
ranking for the dataset.
2.3.2 Feature Extraction
In feature extraction, the original features are used to create new features. The goal
is to represent the important information of the data with few features. Feature ex-
traction methods can be both supervised and unsupervised. Examples of unsupervised
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feature extraction methods include principal component analysis (PCA), factor analy-
sis and mutlidimensional scaling. The supervised method linear discriminant analysis
is among the most known and widely used feature extraction methods, along with PCA
[6].
2.4 Deep Learning
Deep learning (DL), or artificial neural networks (ANNs), are learning algorithms
within machine learning that imitates the learning process of the brain. ANNs "mimic
biological neural networks by abstracting neural functions to a simple element (neu-
ron), only able to summarize its input and normalize its output" [64]. DL algorithms
have grown massively in popularity the last decades, and are the current approach to
many problems within computer vision, language modeling and robotics [73].
The principle of DL is simple; instead of manually engineering features, the algorithms
learn complex features in the data themselves by passing the input through layers of
non-linear transformations, the learned features are then finally passed trough a (sim-
ple) classifier or regression model. The first layer of an ANN is called the input layer,
while the final layer of classification or regression is the output layer. The layers in
between, the layers of non-linear transformations, or neurons, are called hidden lay-
ers. In feedforward DL models, the output of the former layer becomes the input of
the next [42]. A simple model is shown in figure 2.4. At each neuron, each input is
multiplied by a corresponding weight, the sum of all products are then fed through an
activation function (the non-linear transformation), and the output is passed on to the
next layer [85]. This neuron structure is illustrated in figure 2.5. To understand how
DL algorithms work, explanations of some basic concepts are necessary.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of simple feedforward neural network with two hidden layers [85].
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Figure 2.5: Simple illustration of a single artificial neuron [85].
2.4.1 Activation Functions
As stated earlier, activation functions yield the non-linear transformations to the input
of the neurons of ANNs. Three common activation functions are Sigmoid, Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) and hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) [37; 73], illustrated in fig-
ure 2.6. The current default recommendation is to use ReLU [42]. Mathematically,











f (x) = max(0,x). (2.13)
Figure 2.6: Three common activation functions for artificial neural networks [37].
The SoftMax activation function is often used in the output layer of neural networks
(NNs). For classification, the output layer will have as many nodes as there are classes,
and the SoftMax activation function yields the probability of each class. The Sigmoid
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for i ∈ [0,n) [40]. In the case of the output layer, n will be the number of classes, and
softmax(xi), the output for node xi, yields the probability of class Ci. SoftMax is prone
to underflow or overflow with too small or too large values of xi. Therefore softmax(z)
is often evaluated instead, where z = x−maxi xi [40].
2.4.2 Gradient Descent
Most DL algorithms are powered by gradient descent (GD) [41]. GD is an optimiza-
tion algorithm used to find a minimum value of a function. The function we want to
minimize is called the objective function, criterion, cost function, loss function or er-
ror function [40]. The algorithm operates by taking iterative steps in the direction of
steepest descent, as defined by the negative of the gradient, until a local or global min-
imum is reached. The cost function of DL algorithms can be multidimensional and
have many local minima that are not optimal, which makes optimization difficult [40].
Therefore, the algorithm settles for finding a very low value, that is not necessarily the
formally minimal value. The learning rate is a positive scalar that determines the step
size [40]. Smaller learning rates are computationally expensive, leading to slower con-
vergence, while larger learning rates can lead to too large steps, making the algorithm
miss the minimum. Simply put, the gradient tells where, and the learning rate how far,
to go at each iteration.
Using the whole dataset to compute the gradient at each step is computationally ex-
pensive and therefore slow [41]. A variant of the algorithm computing approximations
of the gradient instead, called stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is therefore preferred.
SGD uses randomly selected subsets, so-called mini-batches, of a given batch size, to
estimate the gradient at each iteration. SGD is able to find a very low value of the cost
function quickly enough to be useful [41]. For good optimization it is important that
the mini-batches are selected randomly during training [44].
2.4.3 Back-Propagation
Training of DL models is an iterative process, consisting of forward and backward
passes through the layers of the network. The goal of training is to optimize the net-
work’s weights, or parameters, to minimize a given cost function. During the forward
pass, training input, typically a small batch of training points, is passed through the
layers, recording the output and local derivatives at each neuron, until it reaches the
output layer, and makes its prediction. The cost function is then used to measure the
difference between the true outputs and the predicted outputs [73]. The backward pass,
or the back-propagation algorithm, propagates the information of the cost backwards
through the network, in order to compute the gradient [42]. In this process, the gradi-
ent of the cost function with respect to the weights in each neuron is calculated using
the chain rule and dynamic programming, and the weights are updated using gradient
descent [73]. An epoch is finished when all batches of training data have been back
propagated, and all weights have been updated accordingly. Typically, the process is
repeated more than once during training, i.e. for a given number of epochs.
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2.4.4 Cost Functions
Typical cost functions for DL networks include mean absolute error, mean squared er-
ror, cross-entropy loss and Dice loss [73]. This section will provide a description of
cross-entropy loss, which is more popular than mean absolute error and mean squared
error due to them often yielding poor results when used with gradient-based optimiza-
tion [42]. Cross-entropy loss is very similar to the entropy impurity measure for deci-
sion trees, discussed in section 2.2.2. The cross-entropy between the training data and
the model distribution is equivalent to the negative log-likelihood. Mathematically,
J(θ) =−Ex,y Pdata log pmodel(y|x,θ) (2.15)
where θ is the parameter (weight) vector, Ex,y Pdata is the expected values with respect
to the data distribution (true values), and pmodel(y|x,θ) is the model distribution (model
predictions) [42].
2.4.5 The Adam Optimizer
There have been created many variations to stochastic optimization [26; 62; 89; 116],
one such variation is the Adam optimization algorithm. The name is derived from
adaptive moment estimation, and is developed to combine the advantages of optimiza-
tion algorithms AdaGrad and RMSProp [62]. Adam makes use of an exponentially
decaying average of past gradients (mt), making the algorithm converge faster, and an
exponentially decaying average of past squared gradients (vt). The hyper-parameters
β1,β2 ∈ [0,1) control the exponential decay rates of these two moving averages. These
moving averages are initialized as zeros, making the the moment estimates biased to
zero, so bias-corrected estimates, v̂t and m̂t , are made [62]. The parameters, θt (at time





with set hyper-parameters ε, β1, β2 and the learning rate α [62]. Typically, ε =
10−8, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99 and α = 0.001.
2.4.6 Regularization for Deep Learning
Weight decay, dropout, and early stopping are common regularization techniques for
DL algorithms. Weight decay penalizes complexity by adding a penalty to the weights
of the objective function [43]. The most common forms of weight decay are L1 and
L2 regularization. Both methods scale the penalty by a positive hyperparameter a [43].
While L1 regularization uses the absolute sum of the parameters as penalty, L2 regu-
larization uses the square, thereby penalizing larger weights more.
Early stopping is a simple technique that prohibits overfitting by monitoring train and
validation error while training. Every time the validation error is improved, the pa-
rameters at the time is stored. If validation error has not improved for some time, the
learning process is terminated, and the model is returned to the parameters at the best
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validation error [43].
The strategy of simply ignoring neurons at a given probability, is known as dropout.
It is computationally inexpensive, yet a powerful method of regularization, especially
for ensembles of DL models [43]. In most DL algorithms, this is simply done by
multiplying the output at a neuron by zero at the given dropout probability. This random
removal of neurons during training results in weights of the trained network having
been tuned based on optimization of multiple variations of the network [73].
2.4.7 Batch Normalization
Batch normalization (BN) is an algorithm used in optimizing DL networks, though it is
not an optimization algorithm [44]. It is a method of adaptive reparametrization, help-
ing with lessening the difficulty of training very deep models.
In practice, when training DL models, all layers are updated simultaneously, but the
gradient update of each parameter is under the assumption that the other functions (of
other layers) remain constant. The reparametrization of BN significantly reduces the
problem of coordinating updates across many layers [44]. BN can be applied to any





where H is a minibatch of activations of the layer, arranged as a design matrix, µ is
a vector containing the mean of each unit and σ is a vector containing the standard
deviation at each unit. The rest of the network operate on H′ the exact same way the












where δ is a small positive value to avoid undefined gradients [44]. Through back-
propagation the mean and standard deviation are computed and applied to normalize
H. BN makes it so that the gradient will never propose an operation that acts simply to
increase the standard deviation or mean of hi.
2.4.8 Transfer Learning
Strategies involving training models on other tasks before training the desired model to
perform the desired task are collectively known as pretraining [44]. One such approach
is known as transfer learning. In transfer learning, the learned parameters of one model,
e.g. an ANN classifying vehicles in images, are transferred to a new model, e.g. an
ANN classifying animals in images, with the goal of improving generalization for the
new model [39]. Simply put, the idea is that it is better to start with something similar,
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than starting from scratch. It could be that the input for the model is similar (or the
same), or that the outputs are similar. The ANN examples of image classification tasks
are examples of the first case; for these tasks, one could re-use the exact same model,
only changing the output layer. In the latter case, the last layers of the networks are
usually kept; i.e. in speech recognition systems, the earlier layers near the input need
to learn user-specific pronunciations of the same words, while the outputs are the same
for all [39].
2.5 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), are deep learning networks that are powerful
tools for learning useful representations of images and other structured data [73]. The
name stems from the networks employing a specialized kind of linear operation called
convolution. "Convolutional networks are simply neural networks that use convolution
in place of general matrix multiplication in at least one of their layers" [45]. Almost all
CNNs also contain pooling layers.
Figure 2.7: Example of a CNN, classifying images into four categories: dog, cat, boat and bird [85].
2.5.1 Convolutions
The one-dimensional convolution operation is defined as
s(t) = (x∗w)(t) =
∫
x(a)w(t−a)da, (2.20)
where, in the case of CNNs, x would be the referred to as the input, and w as the kernel
[45]. The output is often referred to as the feature map or activation map. The discrete
convolution is defined as





Often, in CNNs, convolutions are used over more than one layer at the time, for example
for a two-dimensional image, I,
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where K is a two-dimensional kernel. Convolution is a commutative operation. An
operation ? on a set S, is commutative if
a?b = b?a (2.23)
for every a,b ∈ S [35]. How this operation is used in CNNs, and its advantages, are
described in the following section.
2.5.2 Convolutional Layers
In convolutional layers the activation maps from the previous layers are convolved with
a set of small filters (kernels). One can think of each filter as sliding over all spatial
locations of the input, computing the feature map for each area. The feature maps are
then passed through nonlinear activation functions, typically ReLU, to produce the ac-
tivation maps output [73]. Figure 2.8 illustrates the output of a two-dimensional (2D)
convolution.
Figure 2.8: Example of a 2D convolution with output restricted to positions where the kernel lies entirely
within the image. Input of dimensions 4×3 with kernel of dimensions 2×2 yield output of dimensions
3×2 [45].
The three main advantages of CNNs are sparse interactions, parameter sharing and
equivariant representations. CNNs can also work with input of variable size [45].
Sparse interactions refer to the filters of convolutional layers being smaller than the in-
put. This means having to store fewer parameters, which reduces memory cost and
improves efficiency of training, as well as computing output requires fewer operations.
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(a) Example of output from a single convolutional filter, or kernel, of dimensions 5×5×3,
convolve over a 32× 32× 3 input image, producing a 28× 28× 1 activation map. The
depth of the filters must match the depth of the input.
(b) Input image of dimension 32×32×3 being filtered by six 5×5×3 convolutional filters
produces six 28×28×1 activation maps, one for each filter.
Figure 2.9: Simple illustration of convolutional layer of six 5×5×3 filters [85].
In traditional NNs, a parameter is used only once when computing the output of a
layer. In CNNs, each parameter of a filter is used at every position of the input, except-
ing maybe some boundary pixels. This is referred to as parameter sharing, and means
that instead of learning a separate set of parameters for every input location, only one
set is learned, which greatly reduces the storage requirements of the model [45].
Equivariant representations refer to that the parameter sharing of CNNs is equivariant
to translation. A function f(x) is equivariant to a function g if f (g(x)) = g( f (x)) [45].
In practice, this means that the output is the same whether we apply a transformation to
the image first, then the convolution, or the convolution first, then the transformation.
For example, if we move the object in the input, its representation will move the same
in the output.
Simply put, one filter can be thought of as learning to detect one single feature from
the input, e.g. edges or horizontal lines, which is useful for the whole input image, not
just one location.
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2.5.3 Pooling Layers
A pooling function replaces the output of the net at a certain location with a sum-
mary statistic of nearby inputs [45]. Among the most common pooling functions are
max pooling and average pooling. Max pooling returns the maximum value within a
rectangular neighbourhood, while average pooling returns the average. Pooling layers
performs downsampling of the input, i.e. reduces the size, and makes the representa-
tion invariant to small translations of the input. This means that if the input is translated
by a small amount, the pooled outputs do not change (by much), which is useful if we
are only interested in whether a feature is present, rather than where it is. Figure 2.10
illustrates max pooling with 2×2 filters.
Figure 2.10: Example of max pooling with 2×2 filters. Stride refer to how many locations (along the
x or y axis) to shift before computing new output [85].
2.5.4 DenseNet
There exists many CNN architectures, for example LeNet, ResNet, GoogleNet/Incep-
tion and AlexNet [50; 68; 70; 113]. One CNN architecture, which will be described
here, is DenseNet. This short description is based on the article "Densely Connected
Convolutional Networks" by Huang et al, presented in 2017 [53].
DenseNet, or Densely Connected Convolutional Networks, makes use of so-called
dense blocks, where all layers with matching feature-map sizes are connected. Follow-
ing are explanations of some key concepts to understand DenseNet, where x0 denotes a
single image passed through a CNN of L layers, each implementing a non-linear trans-
formation Hl(·), where l indexes the layer. In DenseNet, Hl(·) is a composite function
of BN, followed by ReLU and a 3× 3 convolution. In traditional feed-forward CNNs
the output of the lth layer is the input of the (l+1)th layer, such that the layer transition
can be given as
xl = Hl(xl−1). (2.24)
Dense blocks. In dense blocks, direct connections from any layer to all subsequent
layers are set to promote information flow between layers. Let [x0,x1, ...,xl−1] be the
concatenation of the feature-maps produced in layers 0, ..., l-1, then the layer transition
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Table 2.1: DenseNet architectures. The growth rate for all the networks is k=32. Each "conv" layer in
the table corresponds to the BN-ReLU-Conv sequence described [53].
in dense blocks is given by
xl = Hl([x0,x1, ...,xl−1]). (2.25)
Bottleneck Layers. To reduce the number of input feature-maps, a 1×1 convolution
bottleneck layer is implemented before each 3×3 convolution. In these layers the Hl(·)
transformation consists of BN, ReLU and a 1×1 convolution.
Transition Layers. Deep DenseNets consists of multiple dense blocks, between the
dense blocks, in order to provide down-sampling in the network, are transition layers.
These layers do convolution and pooling. More particularly, they consists of BN, 1×1
convolution and 2×2 average pooling.
Growth rate. Let k be the number of feature maps produced by Hl , then the lth layer
has k0 + k× (l−1) input feature maps where k0 is the number of channels in the input
layer. Hyper-parameter k is known as the growth rate of the network.
Compression. The hyper-parameter θ ∈ (0,1], known as the compression factor, fur-
ther improves model compactness by reducing the number of feature maps at transition
layers. Let a dense block contain m feature maps, then the following transition layer
generates [θm] output feature maps. θ = 1 is the same as no compression.
The DenseNet-121, DenseNet-169, DenseNet-201 and DenseNet-264 architectures are
given in table 2.1. These architectures consists of four dense blocks and the number
suffix refer to the deepness of the dense blocks. The information flow of DenseNet
help alleviate the problem of vanishing gradients in deep networks, while still being
relatively efficient to train in spite of its deepness, as the denseness of the network
requires fewer parameters than traditional CNNs.
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2.5.5 Occlusion Sensitivity
While DL models enable superior performance in many task areas [53; 73; 90; 104;
125], they are difficult to interpret. This lack of interpretability is generally an issue as
knowing how the model came to its conclusions is useful in itself, but becomes striking
when the models fail miserably, and one has no idea of why. Therefore, good visual-
ization of DL model decisions is an area of research in itself [60; 104; 125]. Occlusion
sensitivity is one such visualization tool for understanding how a model makes its pre-
dictions.
In occlusion sensitivity, the difference in the prediction score is measured when part
of the input is masked, or in other words occluded [104]. For images, this means
setting an occlusion mask, and slide it over all locations of the image, measuring the
difference in prediction score for all locations. The results are then typically illustrated
with heatmaps. "Cold" areas of these heatmaps will then indicate important areas of the
image for making the prediction, as occluding these areas led to drop in the prediction
probability score. Figure 2.11 show occlusion maps with different mask sizes for a
CNN in predicting "tiger cat" from one of the ablation studies of the article "Grad-
CAM: Visual Explanations from Deep Networks via Gradient-based Localization" by
Selvaraju et al. [104]. The blue regions indicates evidence for the the class, while the
red regions indicate regions that led to an increase in prediction score, i.e. areas that
confuses the model in its prediction, possibly giving evidence of another class.
Figure 2.11: Occlusion maps with different mask sizes for CNN predicting "tiger cat" category.
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2.6.1 The Human Brain
The human brain is the central organ of the human nervous system. It consists of the
cerebrum, the cerebellum and the brain stem. Main regions of the brain and some of
their functions is shown in figure 2.12.
2.6.1.1 Cerebrum
The cerebrum is the largest region of the human brain. The surface of this region is
made up of elevated ridges of tissue, called gyri that are separated by shallow groves
called sulci [74]. The larger regions are separated by deeper groves, called fissures.
The tissue of this part of the brain is separated into gray and white matter. The outer
cortex of the cerebrum, the cerebral cortex, is composed of grey matter, while the inner
region is composed of white matter, as well as there being some islands of grey matter
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Figure 2.12: Regions of the human brain and location of some brain functions [114].
deep within the white matter, called the basal nuclei [74]. The cerebral cortex is where
our conscious mind is found [74]. The cerebrum is divided into two hemispheres, left
and right, by a deep fissure called the longitudinal fissure. These two hemispheres
communicates mainly through the corpus callosum [81]. Each hemisphere controls the
movements of the opposite side of the body, i.e. the left side of the brain controls mus-
cles of the right side of the body, and vice versa. The cerebrum is divided into four
different lobes: the frontal lobe, the parietal lobe, the temporal lobe and the occipital
lobe. Though all lobes work together, each is associated with specific functions [81].
The names of gyri, sulci and other areas of the different lobes, are illustrated in figure
2.13.
Figure 2.13: The human brain anatomy [94].
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The Deep Structures of the Brain
The diencephalon forms the central core of the brain, surrounded by the cerebral hemi-
spheres [74]. It mainly consists of the thalamus, hypothalamus and epithalamus, and
plays a vital role in integrating sensory information and motor commands. The cau-
date nucleus, putamen and globus pallidus, important regulators of skeletal muscle
movement strongly connected to the thalamus, make up the basal nuclei [74]. The lim-
bic system consists of structures at the edges of the left and right hemispheres of the
cerebrum, in the "middle" of the brain, encircling the upper part of the brain stem.
These structures include the amygdala, hippocampus, cingulate gyrus, parahippocam-
pal gyrus, and the hypothalamus and the anterior thalamic nuclei in the diencephalon
[74]. The limbic system is associated with memory, learning, emotions and subcon-
scious body functions. The venticles are hollow chambers in the brain, continuous with
one another and the central canal of the spinal cord [74]. These chambers are filled
with cerebrospinal fluid, which functions as a cushion and nourishment for the brain.
Figure 2.14: The limbic lobe and surrounding structures [19].
2.6.1.2 Cerebellum
Like the cerebrum, the cerebellum is divided into two hemispheres, the outer region
is made up of gray matter, and the inner region of white matter. It is separated from
the cerebrum by the transverse cerebral fissure [74]. The cerebellum is associated with
coordinating movements [81].
2.6.1.3 Brain Stem
The brain stem is the brain’s connection to the spinal cord. Three main structures make
up the brain stem: the midbrain, pons and medulla oblongata. The latter is associated
with vital functions such as heart beat, breathing, swallowing and blood pressure, while
the pons is involved with coordinating eye and facial movements, hearing and balance,
and the midbrain with eye movements [11]. The brain stem is also associated with
sleep and coordinating many important reflexes [81].
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2.6.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
The basis for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a chemical analytical technique
called nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMR) [48]. MRI utilizes the signal of re-
flected radio frequency waves from magnetized spins in the body of the patient. The
patient is placed in an external magnetic field, which will cause the spins of its protons
to line up with the field [48]. A radio frequency wave of a specific frequency is then
sent into the patient, which will cause some spins to change their alignment. Then they
reflect a signal, as they return to their previous alignment, and it is this signal which
is measured. To differentiate where, from the body, the signal is coming from, a tech-
nique called spacial encoding is used. The spacial encoding utilizes three orthogonal
gradient coils, corresponding to the axes x, y and z in a three-dimensional coordinate
system [48]. A coil is an electrical device composed of multiple loops of wire. Gra-
dient coils generate magnetic fields, and can intentionally cause modifications to the
uniformity of the magnetic field. These modifications or perturbations can be used for
deciphering spatial information of the received signal.
MRI can be either T1 or T2 weighted. T1 and T2 refer to relaxation times; i.e. the
timing of the radio frequency pulse intervals. The term relaxation comes from the time
it takes for the spins to relax back to the equilibrium state [49]. T1 refers to the time
it takes for the spins to realign along the longitudinal (z)-axis. T2 refers to the time it
takes for the spins to get out of phase with one another in the x-y plane. Practically,
T1 weighted images highlight fat tissue, while T2 weighted images highlight both fat
tissue and water.
2.6.3 Alzheimer’s Disease
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia, which is a general
term for decline in cognitive abilities severe enough interfere with daily life, among the
elderly. AD is marked with synaptic loss, shrinking brain volume, death of neurons,
neuro-inflammation and plaques and tangles in the brain. Synaptic dysfunction is one
of the first events in AD [61]. Plaques and tangles was first discovered by Dr. Alois
Alzheimer in 1906, in the autopsy of the brain of a patient of his, Miss Augusta "D"
[61]. Miss Augusta became the first known patient of AD. Amyloid plaques form as a
result of the deposition of amyloid beta peptides (Ab) originating from the cleavage of
amyloid precursor protein (APP) [61]. When the amyloid plaques become big enough,
they can block cell to cell communication and the transfer of necessary nutrition for the
cells. Neurofibrillary tangles are generally abnormal accumulations of hyperphospho-
rylated tau proteins inside neurons [38]. In humans, tau is a heat stable protein essential
for microtubule assembly, mainly found in neurons [92]. Microtubules are part of the
cytoskeleton, important for cellular trafficking, so one direct consequence of neurofib-
rillary tangles is that the transport of nutrients and other important cargo fails. Amyloid
plaques and neurofibrillary tangles cause neuronal death.
Brain atrophy, or brain volume decrement, is part of normal aging, but in AD this
process is accelerated. This acceleration is mainly attributed to cell death [57]. The de-
position of Ab in the brain, a biomarker of AD [75], is associated with accelerated brain
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atrophy [38]. The first brain areas affected by AD is the medial temporal lobe; starting
at the entorhinal cortex, closely followed by hippocampus, amygdala, parahippocam-
pus and other structures of the limbic lobe [57]. Reduction of hippocampus volume is
a key biomarker of AD [38]. Hippocampus is associated with short term memory. The
losses then spread to the temporal neocortex and then all areas associated to the neo-
cortex [57]. Even in mild AD indivduals, entorhinal volumes are reduced by 20-30%
and hippocampal volumes by 15-25% [57].
Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a predemetia stage where the people around no-
tices that something is going on with the person’s memory or cognitive functions [38].
Only a small portion of people with MCI will progress to AD after 5-10 years, most
will not progress to AD even after 10 years of follow-up [57].
2.6.3.1 Visibility of AD on MRI
As MRI can perform measures of brain anatomy and function, the symptoms of AD and
other neurological disorders are visible in MRI data [27]. MRI can be used to highlight
brain atrophy, and reduction in hippocampus volume is derived from structural MRI
[38]. In figure 2.15, MR images of healthy and AD brain are shown. The atrophy
of AD is clearly visible. It’s best to use T1-weighted volumetric sequences MRI to
visualize cerebral atrophy [57].
Figure 2.15: MR images of healthy brain (left) and AD brain (right) [10].
2.7 Genetics
2.7.1 Genome-Wide Association Studies and Imaging Genetics
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) investigates associations between single nu-
cleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and phenotypes [118]. A SNP is a variation in nu-
cleotide base at a single position in a DNA sequence that are quite common between
individuals of the same species [78]. The variation must exist in at least 1% of the pop-
ulation for the nucleotide base variation to be defined as a SNP [117]. SNPs can occur
both in genes, in which case it is said that the gene has more than one allele, and in
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non-coding parts of DNA.
Imaging genetics studies the complex associations between genetic variables and imag-
ing phenotypes (IPs) [25]. Neuroimaging genetic studies assess the impact of genetic
variables, typically SNPs, on brain function [55]. Generally, the aim of these studies
are increasing our understanding of how genetic variants impact brain structure and
function, which is highly important with regard to diagnosis, prevention and treatment
of complex brain-related disorders such as AD [80].
2.7.2 Genetic Risk Factors of AD
GWAS have so far found associations between AD and a vast set of genetic loci, includ-
ing apolipo-protein E (APOE), phosphatidylinositol binding clathrin assembly protein
(PICALM), bridging integrator 1 (BIN1) and clusterin (CLU) genotypes, amongst oth-
ers [12; 91; 106]. The apolipo-protein E (APOE) has long been known as the strongest
genetic risk factor of AD, with carriers of the APOE e4 allele having the greatest risk
through the reduction of Ab clearance [12]. In addition to APOE, several AD risk genes,
have been found to be associated with Ab clearance and aggregation, such as PICALM,
CLU and complement receptor 1 (CR1). Furthermore, of known AD genetic risk loci,
rs2829887 of chromosome 21, located close to the APP gene, rs3764650 of adeno-
sine triphosphate–binding cassette subfamily A member 7 (ABCA7) and rs9349407 of
CD2-associated protein (CD2AP), have also shown relation to neurotic plaque burden
[107].
Imaging genetics studies have found associations of some AD risk loci with brain neu-
rodegeneration; such as rs3851179 of PICALM, rs7561528 of BIN1, rs1408077 of
CR1 and rs3764650 of ABCA7, have been found to be associated with cortical and
hippocampal atrophy [12].
Updated data on genes and SNPs associated with AD is readily available on many plat-
forms. Amongst them, the AlzGene Database aim to "(...) serve as a comprehensive,
unbiased, publicly available and regularly updated field-synopsis of published genetic
association studies performed on AD phenotypes" [18], and keep a ranking of top ge-
netic risk factors of AD1.
2.7.3 Machine Learning in Imaging Genetics
The earliest methods for imaging genetic studies involve selecting a few candidate re-
gions of interest (ROI) in the brain and specific candidate genetic markers, and perform
univariate analysis of association, typically using linear regression. These methods
have been extended to brain-wide genome-wide studies by performing massive num-
bers of pair-wise univariate analyses [80]. Voxel-wise approaches are build on this
principle, by fitting separate models to each voxel of the image, but may include multi-
ple genetic markers in each model. In 2010, Stein et al. performed a voxel-wise GWAS
examining association of 448,293 SNPs with 31,622 voxels of the entire brain [111].
1https://web.archive.org/web/20110222233234/http://www.alzgene.org/TopResults.asp
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In 2015, Huang et al. developed a fast voxel-wise GWAS (FVGWAS) approach, aim-
ing to increase the computational efficiency of brain-wide genome-wide studies, and
applied it to assess 501,584 SNPs with 193,275 voxels [54].
An alternative to such pair-wise univariate analysis, have been to perform multivariate
high-dimensional regression to entire datasets. Such procedures are highly computa-
tionally expensive, so the scale of the data must be reduced. Commonly, information
of the entire image is summarized using a relatively small number of brain summary
measures across some key ROIs [80]. In 2012, Wang et al. developed such approaches
in their imaging genetic studies of AD related SNPs [119; 120].
Disadvantages of massive univariate and voxel-wise approaches include that they may
be computationally expensive, and that the relationship between the different IPs and
between the different genetic markers are lost [80]. Several areas of the human brain are
typically involved together in many brain functions, and multiple SNPs from one gene
often jointly carries out genetic functions [119]. The multivariate regression approach
address the latter problem, however, the selection of IPs to make it computationally
feasible, takes time, and requires knowledge of which features is wise to choose.
This study will use machine learning approaches in order to select appropriate features,
either in the form of feature selection of manually extracted features from MRI data,
or through the power of DL models in finding important structures themselves. DL
is becoming a methodology of choice for analyzing medical images, be it for image
classification, object detection, segmentation, registration and other tasks [105]. The
image features automatically learned by a CNN during training, have long surpassed
what can be engineered by hand [73], and CNNs have therefore seen many applications
within the field of MRI; image reconstruction, image restoration, image segmentation
and disease prediction to name a few. As an example, many studies have successfully
used CNNs in predictions of AD and/or MCI status on MRI data [14; 71; 98; 115; 121].
In 2018, Lin et al. trained a CNN to predict MCI subjects that will convert to AD
on extracted features from MRI data, that achieved a leave-one-out cross validation
accuracy of 79.9% [71]. The same year, Tang et al. performed both binary and 3-
way classifications of AD diagnosis directly on 3D MRI using a 3D CNN inspired
by the VGG architecture, with the 3-way classification of AD/MCI/CN achieving an
accuracy of 91.32% [115]. Another approach of classification of AD directly on 3D
MRI, yielding good results, have been ensembles of 3D DenseNets [98; 121].
2.8 Statistics
2.8.1 P-value Hypothesis Testing
In scientific research, the null hypothesis is the default hypothesis that chance alone is
responsible for any observed results, there is no relationship or effect between the data
[51]. It is the assumed true hypothesis that a researcher tries to disprove; the opposite
of the alternative hypothesis, which is what the researcher thinks is the cause of the
phenomenon. The p-value is the probability of obtaining a result better than or equal
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to the observed result, under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true [15]. If the
p-value is smaller than a threshold value decided on beforehand, the null hypothesis is
rejected. A common threshold to choose is 0.05.
2.8.2 Permutation Tests
A common tool for p-value hypothesis testing is permutation tests. During these tests,
the labels of the dataset are rearranged, and the performance of a chosen statistical
model is measured with some statistic. The performance of the models with permuted
data are then compared with the test statistic, which is the performance of the model
with the original data. From this, it follows that the null hypothesis is simply that the
labels of the dataset are interchangeable [63]. The p-value is then the probability of ob-
taining a result better than or equal to the test statistic when the data is permuted.
As an (absurd) example of a hypothesis, H, let us say we look at the connection be-
tween getting a haircut and developing a lung infection. Our alternative hypothesis
(H = 1) is that getting a haircut is a possible cause for lung infection, while the null
hypothesis (H = 0) is that it is not. Our dataset consists of data on whether the subject
has recently got a haircut, and whether the subject has lung infection. Then, we choose
an appropriate ML classification model to investigate this. The test statistic, t, is thus
the performance of the model on the data. The p-value is the probability of getting a
result better than or equal to the test statistic, given that getting a haircut does not affect
developing lung infection. This can be written as the conditional expression:
p−value = P(T ≥ t|H = 0) (2.26)
where T is the permuted value, the performance of the model on permuted data. The
threshold, α , for our p-values is set to 0.05, a commonly chosen threshold. This means
that we reject he hypothesis that getting a haircut is not a cause of lung infection if the
model’s performance on permuted data is better than on the original data in less than
5% of all permutations. Essentially, this is the same as saying we allow for a 5% chance
of being wrong when rejecting the null hypothesis.
Theoretically, the p-value should be assessed by computing the performance of all pos-
sible permutations of the data. However, this is generally not feasible in practice. Given










it is common to approximate the p-value by a limited number of permutations [63]. The
p-value is usually calculated as the number of times the performance on the permuted
data is equal or surpasses the test statistic divided by the total number of permutations.




where M is the number of times T ≥ t and N is the total number of permutations. Thus
p-value∈ [ 1N+1 ,1.00] where p−value=
1
N+1 is the best and p−value= 1.00 is the worst.
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2.8.2.1 Permutation Tests as a Way of Estimating Classifier Performance
Estimating error or accuracy with cross validation are amongst the most common meth-
ods for measuring performance of classifiers. However, such performance measures are
considered insufficient when the dimensionality of the data is too high, there are too few
datapoints or the data is significantly imbalanced [16; 82]. Permutation tests are useful
in assessing whether a classifier has found a real class structure in the data [82]. Given
a binary classification model on a dataset with a hundred features, fifty datapoints, a
majority class represented by 75% of the datapoints, and only a cross-validation accu-
racy of 0.74 as performance measure, there is no way of knowing from whether the
model has learned anything from the data except the class distribution. However, say it
has a p-value of 0.007. This means that the model performed better on permuted data
only 0.7% of the times, making it significantly likely that the model has learned some
structure other than that.
2.8.3 Multiple Hypothesis Testing
When performing multiple null hypothesis tests, the false positive rate, i.e. number of
times the null hypothesis is falsely rejected, will increase with the number of tests [17].
As GWAS involve null hypothesis testing for large numbers of genetic loci spanning
a large portion of the genome, approaches to measuring statistical significance of the
results are necessary [112].
2.8.3.1 False Discovery Rate
Following will be an explanation of the approach to control for the False Discovery
Rate (FDR), presented by Benjamini and Hochberg in 1995 [17]. FDR is defined as:
Qe = E(Q) = E{V/(V+S}= E(V/R), (2.28)
where V is the number of true null hypothesis declared significant (false discoveries), S
is the number of false null hypothesis declared significant (true discoveries), R=V+S,
and Q is the proportion of the rejected null hypothesis which are wrongly rejected:
Q = V/(V+S). In other words, FDR, or Qe, is the expectation of Q.
Let P1,P2, ...,Pm be the corresponding p-values to null hypothesis tests H1,H2, ...,Hm.
Let P(1) ≤ P(2) ≤ ...≤ P(m) be the ordered p-values, and denote H(i) as the null hypoth-
esis corresponding to P(i). The Benjamini-Hochberg procedure is then defined as:




then reject all H(i) i = 1,2, ...,k.
(2.29)
For independent test statistics and for any configuration of false null hypothesis, the
above procedure controls the FDR at q∗.
3 Methods
3.1 Materials
All data used in the preparation of this thesis were obtained from the ADNI database1.
The ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public-private partnership, led by Principal In-
vestigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether
serial MRI, positron emission tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clini-
cal and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progression of
mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD). For up-to-date
information, see www.adni-info.org. For this study, both raw and processed MRI data,
genotype data, diagnostic data as well as data on gender and age were used.
3.1.1 Study Population
The data in the ADNI database are collected from elderly individuals, the youngest
being in their fifties, and the mean being in the mid-seventies. For the RF classifica-
tion tasks, hereby termed "phase 1", the cohort included all ADNI1 participants that are
part of the ADNI1:Complete 1Yr 1.5T collection. This included 628 individuals, where
190 were normal controls (CN), 305 were diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) and 133 with early AD [88]. For the deep learning classification tasks, hereby
referred to as "phase 2", the cohort included MRI data from 1619 ADNI2 participants,
this includes the participants of ADNI1 and ADNI GO. Of these, there were 387 CN,
285 diagnosed with early MCI (EMCI), 532 diagnosed with late MCI (LMCI), 315
diagnosed with AD, and 100 belonging to another group termed significant memory
concerns (SMC). This latter group consist of subjects manifesting more subtle degrees
of cognitive manifestations either experienced by themselves or observed by others.
1adni.loni.usc.edu
Table 3.1: Distribution of the study population into the diagnostic study groups for the data used for
the RF and DL classification tasks.








The MCI participants from former phases have been included in the LMCI group. All
of these groups are diagnosis at baseline. See table 3.1 for overview of the diagnostic
groups in the two phases. Of the cohort for phase 1, 42.0% were female, of the latter
cohort, 44.7% were female. Another point of interest is the distribution of the carrier
status of APOE ε4. Of the phase 1 subjects, 51.4% carried no APOE ε4 alleles (group
APOE4=0), 37.3% carried one APOE ε4 allele (group APOE4=1), and 11.3% carried
two APOE ε4 alleles (group APOE4=2). Of the phase 2 dataset 53.2% belonged to
group APOE4=0, 36.9% to group APOE4=1 and 9.9% to group APOE4=2. The dis-
tributions of gender and APOE ε4 carrier status per diagnostic group are visualized in
figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Distributions of gender and APOE4 over the diagnostic groups for the two datasets used in
phase 1 and phase 2, respectively
3.1.2 MRI Data Preprocessing for Phase 1: the RFC Tasks
A big part of this study have been RF classification on manually extracted features from
MRI data. Typically, these features are extracted by segmenting the brain structure into
anatomical regions or tissue types, and then calculating different characteristics such
as region volumes and tissue thickness [90]. For this, the image file dataset accessed
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at the ADNI database at Download > Study Data > Test Data > "AD Challenge Train-
ing Data:Imaging", were used. This dataset contains exactly such features. The source
data consists of 1.5 Tesla T1-weighted MRI volumes from the baseline scans of the
ADNI1:Complete 1Yr 1.5T Data Collection. These source images are in NiFTI (.nii)
format, and have been through the following preprocessing by Mayo Clinic: gradient
warping, scaling, B1 correction and N3 inhomogeneity correction. To extract features,
the images have been processed using the neuroimaging software pipelines: FreeSurfer,
Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) and Mindboggle [88]. Following is the de-
scription and correct citation of the FreeSurfer pipeline for the dataset as described at
http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/FreeSurferMethodsCitation.
"Cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation was performed with the
Freesurfer image analysis suite, which is documented and freely available for
download online (http: // surfer. nmr. mgh. harvard. edu/ ). The technical
details of these procedures are described in prior publications [21; 22; 28–
34; 47; 58; 95; 96; 102]. Briefly, this processing includes motion correc-
tion and averaging [95] of multiple volumetric T1 weighted images (when
more than one is available), removal of non-brain tissue using a hybrid wa-
tershed/surface deformation procedure [102], automated Talairach transfor-
mation, segmentation of the subcortical white matter and deep gray mat-
ter volumetric structures (including hippocampus, amygdala, caudate, puta-
men, ventricles)[32; 33], intensity normalization [109], tessellation of the
gray matter white matter boundary, automated topology correction [31; 103],
and surface deformation following intensity gradients to optimally place
the gray/white and gray/cerebrospinal fluid borders at the location where
the greatest shift in intensity defines the transition to the other tissue class
[21; 22; 28]. Once the cortical models are complete, a number of deformable
procedures can be performed for further data processing and analysis includ-
ing surface inflation [29], registration to a spherical atlas which is based on
individual cortical folding patterns to match cortical geometry across subjects
[30], parcellation of the cerebral cortex into units with respect to gyral and
sulcal structure [23; 34], and creation of a variety of surface based data in-
cluding maps of curvature and sulcal depth. This method uses both intensity
and continuity information from the entire three dimensional MR volume in
segmentation and deformation procedures to produce representations of cor-
tical thickness, calculated as the closest distance from the gray/white bound-
ary to the gray/CSF boundary at each vertex on the tessellated surface [28].
The maps are created using spatial intensity gradients across tissue classes
and are therefore not simply reliant on absolute signal intensity. The maps
produced are not restricted to the voxel resolution of the original data thus
are capable of detecting submillimeter differences between groups. Proce-
dures for the measurement of cortical thickness have been validated against
histological analysis [97] and manual measurements [69; 99]. Freesurfer
morphometric procedures have been demonstrated to show good test-retest
reliability across scanner manufacturers and across field strengths [47; 96].
Aseg Atlas Information
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The aseg atlas is built from 40 subjects acquired using the same mp-rage se-
quence (by people at Wash U ages ago in collaboration with Randy Buckner).
The subjects that make up the atlas are distributed in 4 groups of 10 subjects
each: (1) young, (2) middle aged, (3) healthy older adults, (4) older adults
with AD.
Longitudinal Processing
To extract reliable volume and thickness estimates, images where automati-
cally processed with the longitudinal stream [96] in FreeSurfer. Specifically
an unbiased within-subject template space and image is created using robust,
inverse consistent registration [95]. Several processing steps, such as skull
stripping, Talairach transforms, atlas registration as well as spherical sur-
face maps and parcellations are then initialized with common information
from the within-subject template, significantly increasing reliability and sta-
tistical power [96]."
Brain volume extraction, segmentation and registration-based labeling were provided
by ANTs. Output from FreeSurfer and ANTs were processed with Mindboggle to
compute volumes of all labeled regions, thicknesses of all labeled cortical regions and
statistical summaries of the shape measures (surface area, travel depth, geodesic depth,
mean curvature, FreeSurfer convexity and FreeSurfer thickness) per cortical surface
label [88].
3.1.3 MRI Data Preprocessing for Phase 2: the DL Tasks
The MR images used in this phase were skull-stripped and provided by Alexander
Selvikvåg Lundervold23 using FreeSurfer version 6.0 ’recon-all’. On beforehand,
from the ADNI database, the images had the same preprocessing by Mayo Clinic
(gradient warping, scaling B1 correction and N3 inhomogeneity correction) as the
MR image data used in phase 1, so input to FreeSurfer was T1 weighted images in
NiFTI (.nii) format. FreeSurfer ’recon-all’ performs all of FreeSurfer cortical recon-
struction process [36]. The skull-stripped images used were the output from stage
5 of the process, the Skull Strip stage. Stages 1 to 4 include Motion Correction
and Conform, Non-Uniform intensity normalization (NU), Talairach transform com-
putation and Intensity Normalization 1. Description of these stages can be found at
https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/recon-all/, in short:
1. Motion Correction : Corrects for small motions between multiple source vol-
umes and then average them together.
2. NU Intensity Correction : Corrects for intensity non-uniformity.
3. Talairach : Computes the affine transform from the original volume to the
MNI305 atlas using the MINC program mritotal through a FreeSurfer script
called talairach.
2Associate Professor, Department of Computing, Mathematics and Physics, Western Norway University
of Applied Sciences
3Senior Data Scientist, Mohn Medical Imaging and Visualization Centre (MMIV), Haukeland University
Hospital, Norway
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4. Normalization : Performs intensity normalization of the original volume.
5. Skull Strip : Removes the skull.
The FreeSurfer processing also includes resampling to 1x1x1 isotropic voxels and
256x256x256 dimensions. Outputs from FreeSurfer are in MGZ (.mgz) format, the
images were converted to nii.gz (compressed NiFTI) format using ’mri_convert’ from
FreeSurfer.
3.1.4 Genetic Data
As APOE e4 is the strongest known risk factor for AD [108], ADNI participants were
genotyped of APOE at enrollment. The APOE genotyping was done by extracting
DNA from a 3 mL aliquot of EDTA blood using Cogenics [9]. Apart from the APOE
genotype data, the ADNI1 GWAS (PLINK) dataset, containing genotype information
for 620,901 SNPs and CNV Markers, respectively, were used in preparation of this
thesis. ADNI1 GWAS was genotyped with Illumina Human610-Quad BeadChip [9].
3.2 Python Modules
All experiments have been performed in the programming language Python. Following
is a description of the main modules/frameworks used.
3.2.1 Scikit-learn
Scikit-learn is an open source Python module built on NumPy, SciPy, matplotlib and
Cython which provides implementations for machine learning algorithms [87]. A table
of all methods and classes used in preparation of this thesis from scikit-learn can be
found in Appendix 1 table A.1.1. Their default parameters from the version used are
also listed (different versions of scikit-learn have been used in the experiments, that
default parameters have not changed through the experimentation have been checked).
Documentation can be found at https://sklearn.org/. If not otherwise specified, it
can be assumed that these are the methods/classes used for their respective tasks with
default settings.
3.2.2 ELI5
ELI5 is a Python library that provides support for scikit-learn amongst other several
ML frameworks and packages [67]. The package provides tools for explaining the
behaviour of ML models. The class PermutationImportance from ELI5 has been used
for the experiments. For documentation see https://eli5.readthedocs.io.
3.2.3 Statsmodels
Statsmodels is a Python module providing implementations, functionality and tools for
statistical models, statistical testing and statistical data exploration [101]. The method
statsmodels.formula.api.ols from this module has been used to create regression mod-
els. See https://www.statsmodels.org/dev/api.html for documentation.
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3.2.4 PyTorch
PyTorch is an end-to-end deep learning framework [86]. The deep learning experiments
of this thesis have been build with PyTorch.
3.2.5 MONAI
MONAI is a PyTorch-based framework for deep learning in medical imaging [93].
MONAI provides tools for preprocessing of multi-dimensinal imaging data and imple-
mentations of deep learning architectures for both 2D and 3D imaging data. A list of
classes and methods used can be found in table A.1.2 of Appendix 1. For documenta-
tion, see https://docs.monai.io/.
3.3 Phase 1: Random Forest Classifier in Imaging Genetics
The main goal of this phase was to run RF classification of a large number of SNPs (a
genome-wide association study), trying to find SNPs associated with AD. Therefore,
finding efficient ways of calculating p-values that gave valid results have been a goal of
the experiments.
Note: Unless otherwise specified, 42 was used as seed for random state for all methods
that requires seeding for reproducible behaviour.
3.3.1 Feature Vectors
From the image dataset described in section 3.1.2, several feature vectors for each of
the 628 subjects were extracted, these are described in table 3.2. The following formula
was used to normalize the data marked as normalized:
xi− xmax
xmax− xmin
, i ∈ [0,n) (3.1)
where xi is the ith datapoint of a feature, n is the total number of datapoints, xmax is the
maximum value of the feature and xmin is the minimum value.
The dataset have the following layout:
• For each subject:
– FreeSurfer volume datas for 243 brain labels
– FreeSurfer volume and thickness datas for 70 brain labels.
– For both left and right brain surfaces (separate datasets for each):
* "Label shapes" dataset, the Mindboggle features (see section 3.1.2) as
well as mean position and Laplace-Beltrami spectra for 51 brain labels.
The statistical summaries were given in median, MAD, mean, SD, skew,
kurtosis, 25% and 75%. .
* "Sulcus shapes" dataset, same Mindboggle features as above, for 26
brain sulcus.
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Table 3.2: Description of feature vectors
Nr.
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3
All the above as well as all
data in "label shapes" and
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except mean position and
Laplace-Beltrami spectra.
Thickness data file contains
both volume and thickness
for the 70 regions, volume
data for these regions was
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Dropping all zero valued fea-
tures and normalizing data.
239
9
Same as feature vector 3,
but selecting only "mean" of
the statistical summaries.
Dropping all zero valued fea-
tures and normalizing data.
719
10 FreeSurfer volumes
Dropping all zero valued fea-
tures and normalizing data.
169
3.3.2 Getting Started: Classification of Number of APOE e4 Alleles
Starting with feature vectors 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (see table 3.2), RFC with default param-
eters was used to classify number of APOE e4 alleles. This was a 3-way classification,
as the possible labels were 0 (no alleles), 1 (one allele) and 2 (two alleles). The distri-
bution of the class labels is shown in figure 3.2. The datasets were split into train and
test sets with 0.8/0.2 distribution, and model performances were evaluated with accu-
racy and confusion matrix.
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Same procedure were repeated for feature vector 3, though this dataset was also nor-
malized using MinMaxScaler from scikit-learn. This dataset was then restricted using
RF feature importance in the following way: one dataset with all features given impor-
tance above 0.002 and one dataset with all features given zero importance. In addition
to accuracy and confusion matrix, permutation tests with 100 permutations were per-
formed. A Dummy Classifer using stratified prediction strategy (predicting based on
class distribution) was trained to use as a simple baseline.
Figure 3.2: Distribution APOE e4 class labels for the dataset
3.3.3 Feature Selection Using RF Feature Importance
To select features for the GWAS RFC experiment, recursive feature elimination and
cross-validated selection (RFECV) was used with RFC model classification of AD
health status of the subjects on feature vector 8, 9 and 10 (see table 3.2, using RFC
importances. The dataset resulting from this feature selection will hereby be referred to
as Dataset A. The classification of AD health status was chosen as the best way to se-
lect features as the overall goal is to find SNPs connected with developing AD. RFECV
was performed on train set, and a separate test accuracy score of the model was com-
puted. Test size of 20%. For cross validation in RFECV stratified 5-fold was used. This
feature selection had two goals:
1. Finding best features
2. Finding which feature vector to use. Specifically, whether there is a benefit from
using vector 9 (with 719 features) in contrast to using vector 10 (with 169 fea-
tures).
As RFC feature importance seemed to heavily depend on the seed for random state,
RFECV was afterwards run (on the selected feature vector from last part) for fifteen
seeds, a range from 0 to 294 with step of 21, counting each time a feature was selected.
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3.3.4 Using Selected Feature Dataset for RF Classification of APOE e4
Alleles
RF classification of APOE e4 using Dataset A. Both binary and 3-way classification
were performed. The binary classification was of APOE e4 carrier status as negative
(no alleles) or positive (one or more alleles), the 3-way classification used the original
labels. The data was split in train and test sets, with division 0.2/0.8 for test/train.
Firstly, the parameters max depth and number of estimators for the RFC model were
tuned on binary classification using stratified 5-fold cross validation of the train set.
Max depths of 5, 10, 15, 20 and None, and 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 number of
estimators were tested. The models’ test performances were evaluated with accuracy
score and RF feature importances displayed.
3.3.5 GWAS 1: P-Value Estimation of 305,479 SNPs
3.3.5.1 Criteria for Data Filtering
As stated before, the ADNI1 GWAS dataset contains genotype information for 620,901
SNPs and CNV Markers. To limit this number, the following criteria were used to filter
the data:
1. SNP was to be represented by more than 1 class.
2. SNP was to have no more than 5% missing datapoints.
3. For binary data, the minority class must have at least 10% representation.
4. For multiclass data, all classes must have at least 5% representation.
This filtering resulted in dataset of 305,479 SNPs, hereby referred to as SNP Dataset 1.
Note: no SNP had more than 3 classes.
3.3.5.2 P-Value Estimation 1: Ranking by Accuracy Test Score
For every SNP, data was split into train and test set, with test set size of 20%. Test
accuracy score was computed for RF classification for every SNP. Max depth of 10 was
set for the RFCs, and otherwise default scikit-learn parameters (see table x). All models
was then split into two sets: one with binary classifications and the other with 3-class
classification. Then they were ranked from best to lowest test score and p-values were
calculated by formula
p− value = rank
total number o f models
. (3.2)
For a selected subset of these p-values, new p-values through permutation testing were
computed for comparison. This subset consisted of all binary SNPs, and the permutaion
testing was run with 50 permutations and stratified 3-fold cross validation.
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3.3.5.3 P-Value Estimation 2: Ranking by Ratio between Accuracy Test Score
and Majority Class Representation
Using the accuracy test scores from the latter section, the ratio between each score
and their respective majority class representation was calculated, and all models were
ranked from high to low using this measure (within their binary and 3-class sets). P-
values were then calculated using equation 3.2.
The same permutation test p-values computed for comparison with the results from the
accuracy ranking, was used for comparison with these results. For a selected subset of
these p-values, new p-values through permutation testing were computed for compari-
son.
3.3.5.4 P-Value Estimation 3: Permutation Test Scores
The rough computation of permutation test p-values for binary SNPs in the former sec-
tion, led to the idea that permutation test could be run in sequence; first do a rough
estimation with few permutations to filter the SNPs, then do more accurate tests with
more permutations for smaller sets. This would certainly still take time, but should
be feasible. Firstly, permutation test p-values were therefore computed for all 305,479
SNPs, running 50 permutations with stratified 3-fold cross validation on RFC with a
max depth of 10 and otherwise default parameters (see table A.1.1). From these, all
SNPs with p-values below 0.1 were selected, hereby denoted SNP Dataset 2, and per-
mutation tests with 100 permutations and stratified 5-fold cross validation was ran to
compute more accurate p-values for this set.
Feature Dataset A were then bias corrected for age and gender using regression. The
regression model for each feature was created using ols method from statsmodel with
formula "feature ∼ age + C(gender)".
The bias corrected dataset was then used for permutation testing with 100 permutations
and stratified 5-fold cross validation of all SNPs that achieved best possible permuta-
tion test p-value (0.00991, see equation 2.27) from the last permutation testing of SNP
Dataset 2, hereby denoted SNP Dataset 3.
3.3.6 GWAS 2: P-value estimation of SNPs Located at Genes Connected
to AD
A smaller dataset of SNPs from the ADNI1 GWAS dataset was extracted based on the
criteria that they were located on any of the 42 genes listed at the AlzGene Database’s
list of top genetic risk factors of AD4, that Ensembl5 [124] provided chromosome, start
and end positions for. This included 36 of these genes. Positional data at Ensembl uses
GRCh38 as reference genome, while ADNI1 GWAS dataset uses GRCh37. The posi-
tional data was therefore converted to GRCh37. The genes and their positional data in
GRCh37 coordinates can be found in table A.1.3 in Appendix 1. A SNP was termed
4https://web.archive.org/web/20110222233234/http://www.alzgene.org/TopResults.asp
5https://www.ensembl.org
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"on the gene" if its position was within the start and end positions of the gene. 336
SNPs made this criteria.
Permutation tests with 7,000 permutations and stratified 5-fold cross validation, using
a RFC with 100 estimators and a max depth of 10, were used to estimate p-values of
these SNPs. Threshold for p-value significance set to 0.05. This was run in two paral-
lels using data from the two different feature selections described in the following two
sections. The resulting p-values were FDR corrected using the Benjamini-Hochberg
procedure at level q∗ = 0.05.
Permutation feature importance for all SNPs achieving p-values less than 0.05 from
both parallels were computed using accuracy as metric, stratified 5-fold cross valida-
tion, 30 permutations per feature, with RFC model with 100 estimators and max depth
of 10.
3.3.6.1 First Permutation Feature Importance Feature Selection
Data of feature vector 10 was bias corrected for age and gender following same proce-
dure as described in section 3.3.5.4, and then normalized. Using AD status as labels,
RFECV with stratified 3-fold cross validation and a minimum of 20 features to be se-
lected, was then performed to select features using permutation feature importance.
The permutation feature importance model was set to run 10 iterations (for each fea-
ture), using accuracy as metric, and stratified 3-fold cross validation on a RFC model
(default parameters). The dataset from this feature selection will hereby be denoted
Dataset X.
3.3.6.2 Second Permutation Feature Importance Feature Selection
To avoid the weakness of correlated features getting weaker scores in permutation fea-
ture importance, pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients between features was com-
puted for the age and gender bias corrected vector 10 dataset. Each set of correlated
features was then represented with only one feature such that the resulting set of fea-
tures was of not correlated features (one feature could be present in many sets). Two
features was considered correlated if the absolute value of their correlation coefficient
was greater than 0.6. The set of representative SNPs and correlated partners are given
in table A.1.4 in Appendix 1.
As all correlated features would be appended to the selected features, more control over
how many features were selected than RFECV provides was needed. Recursive feature
elimination (RFE) set to select 15 features was therefore chosen. The RFE was set to
remove one feature at each iteration (step of 1) and use permutation feature importance
for the selection. The permutation feature importance model was set to run stratified
5-fold cross validation with 20 permutations per feature, and used accuracy as scoring
metrics. RF classification of AD health status with default parameters was used for the
selection.
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To the set of the 15 selected features, their correlated features were added. This set will
hereby be denoted Dataset Y.
3.3.7 APOE e4 Carrier Status Classification
Random Forest Classification of binary APOE e4 carrier status (0=no alleles, 1=one or
more alleles), using feature Dataset Y. Data was split into train and test sets with test set
size of 20%. Number of estimators and max depth of RFC model was tuned by running
stratified 7-fold cross validation with accuracy as metric on the train set. Testing 100,
300, 500 and 1000 estimators and max depths of 5, 10, 15, 20 and none. Using the best
scoring parameters for the RFC model, the model was trained, and accuracy test score
and confusion matrix was computed. Permutation feature importance of the model
was computed on the test set (using the "prefit" setting), using 50 permutations per
feature and accuracy as metric. Classification performance was also evaluated with
permutation testing, running 1000 permutations, accuracy as metric, with stratified 7-
fold cross validation on the train set.
3.4 Phase 2: Deep Learning in Imaging Genetics
As it is a relatively fast model to train and there exists ready implementations for 3D
image classifications, the CNN architecture DenseNet was chosen for all DL classifi-
cation tasks. More specifically, DenseNet-121, as Ruiz et al. found in 2020 that it had
both the best performance and most efficient training time of the DenseNet depths, in
classification of AD from 3D brain MR images [98]. The following hyper-parameter
settings were used while training:
• Adam stochastic optimization algorithm with learning rate set to 0.0001, from
PyTorch.
• Cross-Entropy loss function, from PyTorch.
• Batch size of 4.
• Dropout probability of 0.5.
• Growth rate of 32.
• Training was run for 50 epochs.
3.4.1 APOE e4 Carrier Status Classification with DenseNet
One of the greatest challenges when it comes to training CNN models for this classifi-
cation task is the limited amount of images to train on. The effects of pretraining have
therefore been studied in this part by running 4 parallels for classification of binary
APOE e4 carrier status:
1. Training DenseNet model in classification of APOE e4 directly, with no pretrain-
ing.
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2. First training a DenseNet model in 5-way classification of AD, then carrying over
the weights from this to the training in classification of APOE e4.
3. Firstly, training a DenseNet in classification of gender. Secondly, using weights
from this pretraining for model training in 5-way classification of AD. Finally,
using the last weights in training model in classification of APOE e4.
4. First training a DenseNet model in 3-way classification of AD, then using these
weights for classification of APOE e4.
Figure 3.3: Distribution of
rs11193198 and rs2243454 class
labels per subject.
All dataset splits into train, validation and test
sets, has followed the criteria that all images
for the same test subject is in the same set
and that the data label balance is kept in all
sets. The full dataset consisted of 7,372 MR im-
ages. Firstly, the dataset was split into train/-
validation/test with sizes 5,871/749/741 (approx.
80%/10%/10%) for APOE e4 classification. Some
images had to be dropped for this classification as
there was no information on APOE e4 for the sub-
ject. This test set was held out for all classi-
fications, so that it was completely "unseen" for
the final model classification in all four paral-
lels. The remaining dataset splits are therefore
done on the dataset of 7,372 − 741 = 6,631 im-
ages.
The 5-way classification of AD health status has
labels "AD", "CN", "EMCI", "LMCI" and "SMC"
(see section 3.1.1). Train/validation/test set sizes
after splitting of 5,552/539/540. For the 3-
way classification of AD, the label "SMC" was
dropped, and "EMCI" and "LMCI" was merged
to "MCI". Train/validation/test set sizes af-
ter splitting of 5,401/517/518. The train/vali-
dation/test sizes for classification of gender were
5,567/533/531.
All models were evaluated with classification accuracy
and confusion matrix. All the binary classifications
(gender and APOE e4) were also evaluated with precision, recall and F1 score.
3.4.2 3D DenseNet Classification of rs11193198 and rs2243454
The next step of this phase was to try deep learning classification of a few SNPs. For
this task rs11193198 and rs2243454 on the SORCS1 gene were selected. Why these
two SNPs were selected will be explained later. The best performing pretraining (or no
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pretraining) pipeline from last section was followed for these classifications.
As there are genotype data for fewer subjects (710), the complete dataset for these tasks
consisted of 3,561 images. The data was split into train, validation and test sets for
both SNPs, with respective sizes of 2,842/358/361 for rs11193198 and 2,837/362/362
for rs2243454. Criteria for the splitting were the same as in last section, i.e. that label
balance was kept in all sets and that all images for a subject was in the same set. The
distribution of the classes with regard to subjects, of the two SNPs are shown figure
3.3.
3.4.3 Occlusion Sensitivity
Occlusion sensitivity maps were computed for some test images for one AD model,
one APOE e4 model, and the gender, rs11193198 and rs2243454 models. First, the
effect of stride and mask size were tested for the selected AD model for image ID
I223061 of subject 067_S_2304, which has label "EMCI". Stride must be a factor
of image size, in our case of 128× 128× 128, and stride and mask size should be
element-wise either odd or even. As the only odd factor of 128 is 1, odd mask/stride
sizes were avoided, as strides of 1 requires 128 ·128 ·128 = 2,097,152 tests, compared
with 32 ·32 ·32 = 32,768 for strides of 4 and 16 ·16 ·16 = 4,096 for strides of 8. The








The most informative mask/stride size coupling was then used to compute occlusion
maps for the following images:
• For the AD model:
– I112212 of subject 022_S_1097, label "LMCI"
– I118840 of subject 023_S_0031, label "CN"
– I280549 of subject 019_S_4252, label "AD"
– I402028 of subject 057_S_5295, label "SMC"
• For the APOE model:
– I270045 of subject 068_S_4340, label 0
– I374493 of subject 002_S_5018, label 1
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• For the rs11193198 model:
– I33644 of subject 021_S_0424, label 0
– I79766 of subject 037_S_0467, label 1
– I118838 of subject 018_S_0087, label 2
• For the rs2243454 model:
– I79373 of subject 073_S_0518, label 0
– I65343 of subject 027_S_0850, label 1
– I39108 of subject 130_S_0232, label 2
• For the Gender model:
– I105474 of subject 116_S_0361, label male
– I143615 of subject 021_S_0159, label female
4 Results and Analysis
4.1 Phase 1: Random Forest Classifier in Imaging Genetics
4.1.1 Getting Started: Classification of Number of APOE e4 Alleles
The point of this section was merely to get started and get an understanding of the data
and the tasks at hand. The accuracy test scores in table 4.1 and 4.2 are approximately
the same as the DummyClassifier performance. However, from the confusion matri-
ces in figure 4.1 and 4.3, it is clear that they are not simply predicting from the class
distribution, as none predicts label 2. The permutation tests on all, important and in-
significant features, (table 4.2 for p-values and figure 4.2 for scores) strongly suggests
that the RFCs learn a structure in the data, and that feature selection leads to significant
improvements for these classification tasks.
The feature importance display (figure 4.2) led to the realization that the datasets con-
tained many zero-valued features, and consequently these were removed for future ex-
periments, resulting in the datasets feature vector 8, 9 and 10 (see table 3.2).
Table 4.1: Accuracy test scores for the RFC models. Feature vector number gives which dataset was
used for training the model (see table 3.2).
Vector 1 2 4 5 6 7
Accuracy 46.03% 49.21% 46.83% 50.79% 52.38% 48.41%
Table 4.2: Accuracy test, cross validation and p-value scores for each RFC model trained with different
sets of features from feature vector 3, in addition to the accuracy test score of the DummyClassifier in
classification of APOE e4.
Features All Important Insignificant Dummy
Test accuracy score 43.65% 52.38% 46.83% 47.62%
Cross validation score 50.79% 51.74% 48.56%
p-value 0.1782 0.01980 0.7624
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Figure 4.1: Confusion matrices for the dummy classifier and each RFC model trained with different
sets of features from feature vector 3, classification of APOE e4.
Figure 4.2: Top and bottom left: Permutation test scores for each RFC model trained with different sets
of features from feature vector 3, in classification of APOE e4. Bottom right: RF feature importances
for the RFC model with the full dataset.
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Figure 4.3: Confusion matrices for each RFC model, classification of APOE e4.
4.1.2 Feature Selection Using RF Feature Importance
The most important aspects of this feature selection was:
1. to select relevant features for the ML task.
2. to avoid having too many features for training efficiency.
An important question was therefore: is there a point in using the datasets with all
possible features (feature vector 9), or is using just one measure (feature vector 10)
enough? From table 4.3, it can be deduced that the performance of the models are
approximately the same. The cross validation scores from the RFECVs are shown in
figure 4.4. The general trend of all of these RFECVs are the same, and lies between
approx. 0.46 and 0.51. The RF feature importances for the selected features of feature
vector 8 and 10 are shown in figure 4.2. Only two of the selected features were not
FreeSurfer volume features. The three highest scoring features of feature vector 10 are
from hippocampus and amygdala areas, two brain regions known to be early affected
by AD. The chosen dataset (called Dataset A) from this feature selection was therefore
the 41 RFECV selected features from feature vector 10.
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Table 4.3: The number of features selected from RFECV and accuracy test scores for RF classification
of AD health status, of models trained with the selected features and all features for the given feature
vector numbers (see table 3.2).










(a) Feature vector 10 (b) Feature vector 8
(c) Feature vector 9
Figure 4.4: RFECV results for RFCs trained on the given datasets.
As stated in section 3.3.3, the RFECV feature selection seemed to heavily depend on
the seeding. RFECV of feature vector 10 was therefore tested with 15 seed, counting
each time a feature was selected. Though all, except one, was selected at least once,
only 13 was selected 12 times or more (hippocampus volumes amongst them), and 44
(top 13 included) more than half the times. Thus, 125 features were selected less than
half the times, which strongly suggests that not all the features are selected by chance,
but some are. This is however, from looking at the RFECV results seen in figure 4.4a,
expected, as the maxima and minima of the RFECV results seem arbitrary given the
general trend. For one seed, 41 features could be selected, while for another, it could
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Figure 4.5: Random Forest Feature Importance for the selected features of feature vector 8 and 10.
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easily be 154. This can be seen as an indication of the unreliability of RF feature
importance, discussed in section 2.3.1.1.
4.1.3 Using Selected Feature Dataset for RF Classification of APOE e4
Alleles
Figure 4.6 displays all cross validation results from the hyper-parameter tuning. The
selected parameters were 500 estimators and max depth of 10. Both the number of
estimators and the max depth clearly have an effect on the results, though there is no
difference in the results between no limit to the depth and a limit of 20. This might
indicate that with no limit it does not pass 20. As a max depth of 10 improves perfor-
mance for this model (figure 4.6a), and limits the training time for RFC models, it has
been used as a standard for the rest of the experiments.
The accuracy score on test data was 65.87% for the binary classification and 57.14%
for the 3-way classification. That binary classification have better performance is ex-
pected. From the confusion matrices in section 4.1.1 (figures 4.3 and 4.1), it is clear
that the classifiers struggle to separate classes 1 and 2.
That the RF feature importances for hippocampus volumes are highest for both binary
and 3-way classification is promising, further on that amygdala volumes are second
highest for binary, and in the top 6 for 3-way (see figure 4.7).
(a) Max Depth (b) Number of Estimators
Figure 4.6: Results from hyper-parameter tuning of RFC model for binary classification of APOE e4.
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Figure 4.7: Random Forest Feature Importance for Classification of APOE e4
4.1.4 GWAS 1: P-Value Estimation of 305,479 SNPs
4.1.4.1 P-Value Estimation 1 and 2: Ranking by Accuracy Test Score and by
Ratio between Accuracy Test Score and Majority Class Representation
The accuracy test scores distributions shown in figures 4.8a and 4.8b, look promising
for this way of computing p-values. However, the comparison of rank with permuta-
tion tests p-values in figure 4.9a showed no correlation. Considering that this was due
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(a) Binary (b) 3-Class
(c) Binary (d) 3-Class
Figure 4.8: Accuracy test score distributions and Manhattan plots for binary and 3-class SNPs, p-
values estimated using rank based on accuracy.
to differences in class label balance for the SNPs, the idea to use the ratio between the
accuracy score and the maximum class representation was tested. These distributions,
showed in figure 4.10a and 4.10b, were even more promising. Unfortunately, this way
of ranking the SNPs neither showed any correlation with the permutation test p-values,
as seen in figure 4.9b.
(a) Accuracy test score ranking (b) Ratio score ranking
Figure 4.9: Permutation test score p-values for binary SNPs, plotted against their respective accuracy
test score or ratio ranking.
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(a) Binary (b) 3-Class
(c) Binary (d) 3-Class
Figure 4.10: Ratio distributions and Manhattan plots for binary and 3-class SNPs, p-values estimated
using rank based on ratio between accuracy test scores and majority class representation.
While not much information can be gathered from the Manhattan plot of ratio p-values
shown in figure 4.10d, it is evident from the Manhatton plot of accuracy score p-values
in figure 4.8d that all of the highest scoring SNPs belong to chromosome X (23 in the
graph). As this is not the case for the ratio Manhattan plot, it is highly likely that the
SNPs on chromosome X have a great majority class that the classifiers are learning to
predict.
4.1.4.2 P-Value Estimation 3: Permutation Test Scores
32,770 SNPs achieved a smaller p-value than 0.1 in the permutation testing of SNP
Dataset 1, and was consequently appended to SNP Dataset 2. Of the permutation testing
of SNP Dataset 2, 2,289 SNPs achieved the best possible p-value of 0.009901 and was
consequently appended to Dataset 3.
As expected, computing more accurate p-values by running more permutations dis-
plays that some of the results from the first, rough permutation tests are false discover-
ies. This effect is displayed in figure 4.12a, where most of the SNPs still get p-values
below 0.1, but the distribution is elbow shaped, with some SNPs even scoring worst
possible p-value of 1.
The over representation of chromosome X SNPs in the distribution of best scoring p-
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(a) P-value distribution of set 1 (first permutation tests
of all SNPs)
(b) Manhattan plot for final results of all SNPs (set 1,
2 and 3 combined)
Figure 4.11: The distribution and Manhattan plot of permutation test p-values for all 305,479 SNPs.
(a) Distribution of p-values. (b) Distribution of best p-values per chromosome.
Figure 4.12: The distribution of permutation test p-values for SNP Dataset 2 and the distribution per
chromosome of all SNPs that achieved the best possible p-value score of 0.009901.
values of set 2, shown in figure 4.12b, led to the realisation that bias correcting the
features would possibly be a good idea. The features were therefore corrected for age
and gender and the third permutation testing were performed.
After the third permutation testing with bias corrected features, 170 of the 2,289 SNPs
got a p-value of 0.009901. Clearly, the bias correction had an effect, though the p-value
distribution of this permutation testing shown in figure 4.13a is also elbow shaped, with
the highest density <0.05. The distribution of top scoring SNPs per chromosome is now
more spread. Though chromosome X is still the most represented, this is expected as it
has the highest representation over all in SNP set 3.
Not much information can be gained from the Manhattan plot of all final p-values in
4.11b. Naturally, it is discrete, as the possible p-values from permutation testing are
discrete. However, of the top scoring SNPs, there is nothing indicating that they belong
to specific areas of the chromosomes.
The computational time of these permutation tests (approximately two weeks running
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(a) Distribution of p-values. (b) Distribution of best p-values per chromosome.
Figure 4.13: The distribution of permutation test p-values for SNP Dataset 3 and the distribution per
chromosome of all SNPs that achieved the best possible p-value score of 0.009901.
parallel on multiple CPUs), led to the decision to select the smaller set of SNPs belong-
ing to genes already found to be associated with AD, so as to better estimate whether
the RF classifications successfully finds data structures of interest.
4.1.5 GWAS 2: P-value estimation of SNPs Located at Genes Connected
to AD
4.1.5.1 The Feature Selections
Taking the instability of RF feature importance into consideration, new feature selec-
tions were performed with permutation feature importance. The RFECV results from
the first selection is displayed in figure 4.14a. The resulting Dataset X contained 23
features selected by the RFECV.
(a) Results from the RFECV of the first feature selec-
tion.
(b) Permutation feature importances for the RFE se-
lected features.
Figure 4.14: The results from the RFECV of the first feature selection (making Dataset X), and the
permutation feature importances for the 15 RFE selected features from the second feature selection
(making Dataset Y).
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For the last feature selection, the creation of Dataset Y, the weakness of permutation
feature importance with regard to feature correlation was taken into account. The set of
representative features (see table A.1.4, Appendix 1) contained 92 features. With the
appended correlated features to the selected 15, Datset Y ended up with 34 features.
As seen in figure 4.14b, many of the selected 15 features received negative importance.
It can be argued that they could have been omitted from the dataset, or rather, that the
RFE selection could be continued until all features only received positive scores.
The feature correlation of Datset X and Dataset Y can be seen in figure 4.15. Naturally,
Dataset Y contains a lot more correlated features than Dataset X. The sets also ended
up drastically different, with only seven features in common.
(a) Dataset X
(b) Dataset Y
Figure 4.15: Pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients for all features of Dataset X and Dataset Y. The
labels on the x-axis are the same as on the y-axis.
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4.1.5.2 The Permutation Tests
(a) Dataset X (b) Dataset Y
Figure 4.16: P-Value distributions from the permutation tests of Dataset X and Dataset Y.
The p-value distributions of the permutation tests of Dataset X and Dataset Y are shown
in figure 4.16a and 4.16b, respectively. Of Dataset X, 20 SNPs beat the 0.05 thresh-
old, displayed in table 4.4. Of Dataset Y, 22 SNPs beat the 0.05 threshold. After FDR
correction, none of the p-values remained significant for either of the permutation test
parallels.
Table 4.4: Data on all SNPs achieving p-value less than 0.05 in permutation tests of Dataset X, ordered
from best to worst. Columns 1. p-value and 1. cross-val score indicate the p-value and cross validation
accuracy score from this permutation tests of Dataset X, respectively. Columns 2. p-value and 2. cross-
val score indicate the p-value and cross validation accuracy score from the latter permutation tests of
Dataset Y, for comparison. The differences in p-value and cross validation scores are given as scores
from Dataset Y subtracted from scores from Dataset X.
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Table 4.5: Data on all SNPs achieving p-value less than 0.05 in permutation tests of Dataset Y, ordered
from best to worst. Columns 2. p-value and 2. cross-val score indicate the p-value and cross validation
accuracy score from this permutation tests of Dataset Y, respectively. Columns 1. p-value and 1. cross-
val score indicate the p-value and cross validation accuracy score from the former permutation tests of
Dataset X, for comparison. The differences in p-value and cross validation scores are given as scores
from Dataset Y subtracted from scores from Dataset X.
For most SNPs, there is a great difference in p-value, however, the difference in cross
validation accuracy is also significant, with the top SNPs of each dataset having higher
score in their respective top distribution, meaning that the models trained with different
features, are not comparable. However, two SNPs of the SORCS1 gene, rs11193198
and rs2243454, are in the top of both distributions, with cross validation scores of little
or insignificant difference between the distributions.
Looking at common the feature importances of the two distributions (figure 4.18 and
4.19) for rs11193198, one sees that the left middle temporal gyrus white matter volume
comes up as important in both distributions, while all the other of the common fea-
tures comes out insignificant. This could indicate rs11193198 being linked to atrophy
of this brain area, and could be worth further investigation. In the full feature impor-
tance figure for model trained with dataset X shown in the top of figure 4.17, only the
left middle temporal gyrus white matter volume comes out as significant. In the feature
importance distribution for Datset Y, displayed in the bottom of the same figure, some
other features, also from the white matter of the temporal lobes, have been given some
slight importance.
For rs2243454, there are less similarities of the common feature importances (figure
4.18 and 4.19), with one feature coming out as slightly significant in the X distribution,
getting a negative score in the Y distribution. Few features are given much significance
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Figure 4.17: Heatmaps of permutation feature importances for top scoring SNPs of their respective
distributions.
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Figure 4.18: Heatmaps of permutation feature importances of common features in Dataset X and
Dataset Y for the top scoring SNPs of Dataset X.
Figure 4.19: Heatmaps of permutation feature importances of common features in Dataset X and
Dataset Y for the top scoring SNPs of Dataset Y.
at all, with regard to this SNP (figure 4.17), though this could be due to correlated fea-
tures being "pushed down" in importance in permutation feature importance testing. In
the feature importance for Dataset Y model, some features from the frontal lobe and
the cingulate gyri (see figure 2.13 and 2.14) are given some, though very little, impor-
tance.
Generally, there are less variation in the feature importances of the Dataset Y model
distribution. As this is the dataset with added correlated features, this could be an indi-
cation of how the importances of correlated features gets "suppressed" in permutation
feature importance measures. This difference in variation is very clear in the compari-
son of common feature importances for the top scoring SNPs from p-value distribution
Y in figure 4.19.
4.1.6 APOE e4 Carrier Status Classification
Selected hyper-parameters for the RFC from the 7-fold cross validation on the train
set was 500 estimators and max depth of 5, which achieved cross validation score of
61.99%. This cross validation score is better than the ones achieved in the cross val-
idation hyper-parameter selection in former binary APOE e4 classification (results in
figure 4.6, section 4.1.3), though the two are not exactly comparable, as it was 5-fold
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Figure 4.20: Confusion matrix for RF classification of APOE e4 carrier status using feature Dataset Y.
while this one was 7-fold stratified cross validation, and it is natural that the score
should increase with more training data. Contrary, the test accuracy score of this model
was 63.49%, which is worse than the former model, which achieved 65.87%. In other
words, neither the different features, nor that the new train set is bias corrected, have
affected the APOE e4 classification much.
From the confusion matrix in figure 4.20, accuracy is 66.18% for class label 0 and
60.34% for class label 1. From the permutation tests, the model achieved best possi-
ble p-value score of 0.0009990 on the train set. Compared with the permutation test
Figure 4.21: Both RF and permutation feature importances for RF classification of APOE e4 carrier
status using feature Dataset Y.
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scores in figure 4.2 section 4.1.1, it’s clear that feature selection have a great influence
on model performance.
The results from the feature importance measures are given in figure 4.21. Both RF
importance and permutation importance were given for a comparison between the two.
Ideally, they should yield approximately the same results. The top four features remain
the same for both, though of slightly different order. That the hippocampus features
comes up at top for both, is promising, however, from there on, the difference is great,
with the most of the remaining features having negative permutation importance, and
the top fifth feature of RF importance, having the greatest negative permutation impor-
tance.
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Table 4.6: DenseNet-121 model descriptions.
Model Description
Gender Classification of gender.
AD-1 5-way classification of AD, no pretraining.
AD-2 5-way classification of AD, pretrained with Gender weights.
AD-3 3-way classification of AD, no pretraining.
APOE-1 Binary classification of APOE ε4, no pretraining.
APOE-2 Binary classification of APOE ε4, pretrained with AD-1 weights.
APOE-3 Binary classification of APOE ε4, pretrained with AD-2 weights.
APOE-4 Binary classification of APOE ε4, pretrained with AD-3 weights.
rs11193198 3-way classification of rs11193198, pretrained with AD-1 weights.
rs2243454 3-way classification of rs2243454, pretrained with AD-1 weights.
4.2.1 APOE e4 Carrier Status Classification with DenseNet
The different DenseNet-121 models will from here on be referred to by abbreviations,
explanations of these are given in table 4.6. Figure 4.22 give train loss and validation
set accuracy per epoch for each model of the four APOE e4 training pipelines. From
these plots, it can be gathered that the pretrained models start at lower loss than the
not pretrained, and they learn faster (train loss drops faster). Validation accuracy also
end up higher for the pretrained models, incicating that the not pretrained models need
longer training time (more epochs) to reach the same results. The plots also indicate
that the best pretraining pipeline for APOE e4 is the APOE-2 model, pretrained with
AD-1 weights, namely the 5-way classification of AD with no pretraining. This model
has the fastest dropping loss, and achieves the highest validation accuracy. Interest-
ingly, the validation accuracy plot for APOE-4 (pretrained with 3-way classification of
AD) fluctuates more than the other APOE models.
The confusion matrices of these models, given in figure 4.23, support the observation
that the APOE-2 model is the best. Though none of the models do particularly well,
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Figure 4.22: Train loss and validation accuracy per epoch for all models of the APOE e4 pretraining
pipelines. (Read from left) first row: Gender model, AD-1 model; second row: AD-2 model, AD-3
model; third row: APOE-1 model, APOE-2 model; fourth row: APOE-3, APOE-4. The left axes of the
graphs give loss, while the right axes give accuracy.
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Figure 4.23: Confusion matrices for the DenseNet-121 models from the four pretraining pipelines.
this model seem best at distinguishing the two classes. The APOE-1 and APOE-4 mod-
els are heavily favoured to the majority class, and the APOE-3 model seem almost to
predict arbitrarily. The superiority of the APOE-2 model is confirmed by its F1 score,
and other performance measures in table 4.7. As the majority class representation
is 53.85%, the APOE-1 and APOE-3 models come out rather terribly with accuracy
scores lower than the majority class representation. The APOE-1 model would most
likely have benefited from longer training (more epochs).
The confusion matrices for the AD models give a possible explanation for the terrible
performance of the APOE-3 and APOE-4 models. Though the AD-3 model has the
highest accuracy test score, this is due to it simply predicting the majority class. The
few predictions of the other two classes is possibly completely due to chance. The only
indication to the contrary, is that no "CN" (healthy) subject has been predicted as "AD"
or vice versa. Merging the "LMCI" and "EMCI" classes was evidently not a good idea.
Most likely due to the differences between the two classes being greater than antici-
pated, and, at the same time, the similarities between the "AD" and "LMCI", and the
"CN" and "EMCI", classes being greater than expected too. Though the AD-1 and AD-
2 models are not able to distinguish the minority class, "SMC", it is either predicted
as "EMCI" or "CN" which is the two classes that should be the most similar to it. The
two models seem also to do well in separating the "AD" and "CN" classes. The differ-
ence between "LMCI" and "AD", and "CN", "EMCI" and "LMCI" is clearly a greater
struggle. The AD-1 has managed to distinguish that "EMCI" is the class with most in
common with all classes, and has therefore managed to predict almost all instances of
this label, and achieves a greater accuracy score than AD-2 (see table 4.7). The AD-2
model is seemingly more favoured to the majority class - "LMCI", and does therefore
have much lower accuracy for the "AD" and "EMCI" classes compared to AD-1.
The performance measures (table 4.7) and confusion matrix (figure 4.23) for the Gender
model, is a good illustration of how well a single 3D CNN can perform on a brain image
classification task.
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Table 4.7: Test scores for the DenseNet121 classification models. For model description, see table 4.6.
For binary classification, precision, recall and F1 scores are listed in addition to accuracy.
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score




APOE-1 53.58% 49.40% 23.98% 32.28%
APOE-2 57.35% 54.09% 50.29% 52.12%
APOE-3 51.42% 47.47% 49.42% 48.42%
APOE-4 57.49% 61.95% 20.47% 30.77%
rs11193198 47.65%
rs2243454 37.57%
4.2.2 3D DenseNet Classification of rs11193198 and rs2243454
The SNPs rs11193198 and rs2243454 were selected for DL classification, due to them
coming up in the top of both p-value distributions from section 4.1.5.2. In particular,
rs11193198 is of special interest since it had common features of importance in both
distributions. From the above results, the pretraining scheme with the weights of the
AD-1 model was selected for the rs11193198 and rs2243454 models. The train loss
and validation accuracy per epoch plots given in 4.24. They are similar, with little or
no increase in validation accuracy, though train loss drops significantly.
Rs11193198 has a minority class, the "0" label, while the other two classes are quite
evenly distributed ( 45%). From the confusion matrix, it is clearly favoured towards
class "1", while the predictions of label "0" are seemingly arbitrarily. Looking at the
data of the predictions of this label, they seem even more random, as the four true
predictions belong to different subjects. However, on average, the model predicts the
same label for 77.82% images of the same subject, which might indicate that the model
is not making its predictions completely at random.
Figure 4.24: Train loss and validation accuracy per epoch for the two SNP model pipelines. From left:
rs11193198 model, rs2243454 model.
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Figure 4.25: Confusion matrices for the two SNP model pipelines. From left: rs11193198 model,
rs2243454 model.
On the other hand, rs2243454 has a majority class, the label "1", represented by approx-
imately 48% of the dataset. The accuracy test score, given in table 4.7, for rs2243454
is worse than its majority class representation. The confusion matrix of rs2243454 in
figure 4.25, shows that it clearly favours the majority class, while no information can
be gathered on how it predicts the other two classes, it is seemingly random. How-
ever, looking directly at the prediction data, the general trend is that the model predicts
mostly the same label for images of the same subject. On average, 76.79% of images
of the same subject are given the same label.
4.2.3 Occlusion Sensitivity
The AD and APOE models selected for computing occlusion sensitivities were AD-1
and APOE-2, based on their results. All occlusion sensitivity heatmaps can be found
in Appendix 2. Only a few maps will be presented here as well, and the rest will be re-
ferred to their figure label in the appendix.
Figure 4.26 displays the effects of mask and stride size on occlusion sensitivity on these
images. Mask size of 16× 16× 16 and stride size of 4× 4× 4 have been selected as
the most informative coupling, having a big enough mask size to significantly affect
the results, and at the same time, a small enough stride to highlight the most important
areas. The smaller mask size of 8 does not have enough impact on the test results, i.e.
the model still gain the information necessary for its predictions from the neighbouring
datapoints. On the other hand, the bigger mask sizes of 24 and 32, occludes too much,
and we no longer gain any information on which areas of the brain are more important
Figure 4.26: The effect of mask size and stride size on occlusion sensitivity. To the left is the brain
image slice of the occlusion maps. The mask size and stride size coupling will be given as a/b, where a
gives the a×a×a mask size, and b gives the b×b×b stride size. From the left: 8/8, 16/4, 16/8, 16/16,
24/4, 24/16, 32/32.
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Figure 4.27: Occlusion sensitivity maps for AD-1 DenseNet model (5-way classification of AD, no
pretraining), for prediction of label “EMCI”. To the left is the image slice, to the right is the occlusion
map of this image slice. Slices have been made along the following axis (from top): x=60, y=60, y=50
and y=40. For the definition of the axes, see figure A.2.1 of Appendix 2.
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for the prediction. The same can be said for the bigger stride sizes of 8 and 16, - the ar-
eas of importance become too big to be informative.
As the images are 3D, they must be sliced along a plane for heatmap illustrations. How
the axes have been defined is explained in figure A.2.1 of Appendix 2. However, shortly
put, thinking of a person standing, the x axis have been defined as going horizontally,
in direction from left shoulder to right shoulder, the y axis as going vertically, from top
to bottom, and the z axis as going horizontally in the direction a person face. Slicing at
x = 60, means slicing along the yz-plane at x = 60.
Blue areas indicate areas of importance for the prediction, i.e. areas that when oc-
cluded, caused a drop in prediction probability. Green to yellow areas indicate neutral
areas, while yellow to red areas give areas that when occluded, increases the predic-
tion probability, i.e. that confuses the model. Figure 4.27 display occlusion sensitivity
heatmaps for the AD-1 model. First, a slice trough approximately the middle of the
brain, between the two cerebral hemispheres, is displayed. The areas of interest from
this slice are then further investigated by slicing along the horizontal (xz) plane. From
the first slice, areas of or around the brain stem, and possibly parts of the cerebellum,
are important for the prediction. The slices along the horizontal plane confirms this
view, and possibly indicates that the left temporal lobe is of greater importance than
the right. These areas of importance surrounding the brain stem are in perfect posi-
tion for the hippocampus, other structures of the limbic system and hypothalamus and
other structures of the diencephalon. The occlusion heatmaps of other AD-1 classes,
are found in figures A.2.3-A.2.7 in Appendix 2. Occlusion maps for the "SMC" la-
bel is given in figure A.2.3. Here, "SMC" is not the predicted label, and the map does
therefore seem "opposite" of the others. Occluding all areas decrease the prediction
of "SMC", particularly the temporal lobes. Figure A.2.7 show the occlusion heatmaps
for label "AD". For this prediction, the frontal lobes and cerebellum are important for
the prediction. Considering atrophy of these brain structures generally occurs at later
stages than that of the temporal lobes, these results makes sense.
Occlusion sensitivity heatmaps for the APOE-2 model are displayed in figure A.2.8
and A.2.9 of Appendix 2. Figure A.2.8 is for prediction of label "0", for an image
of this label, while A.2.9 is for label "1". From figure A.2.8, it is clear that the brain
stem and structures surrounding it have been important for the prediction of "0", while
for prediction of label "1", from figure A.2.9, structures more to the front of the brain,
possibly of the cerebral cortex of the temporal or frontal lobes are important for the pre-
diction. This is approximately the same way that the AD-1 model separates the "AD"
and "EMCI" classes (figures 4.27 and A.2.7.
From the results of the permutation feature importance tests (figure 4.17) of the two
RFC model classifications of rs11193198 from section 4.1.5.2, white matter structures
of the temporal lobes came out as important for rs11193198 classification. These struc-
tures also come out in the occlusion sensitivity maps for the rs11193198 model in
figures A.2.10-A.2.13 of Appendix 2. The two bottom heatmaps from figure A.2.13
highlight the left temporal lobe in both the xz- and xy-planes. The other heatmaps
are more difficult to interpret, though the white matter structures of the left occipital
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and temporal lobes are possibly highlighted in the second to bottom heatmap of figure
A.2.10, the middle and bottom heatmap of figure A.2.11 and the bottom heatmap of
figure A.2.12. The left cerebellum is shown as very significant in the bottom heatmap
of figure A.2.10 and middle heatmap of figure A.2.11. The only features from the oc-
citpital lobe in the RF classifications are the gray matter of the right lingual gyrus and
the gray matter of left fusiform gyrus (which spans the occipital and temporal lobes)
of Dataset X, neither of which are given any permutation importance for rs11193198
classification.
The permutation feature importances (figure 4.17) of the two RFC model classifica-
tions of rs2243454 from section 4.1.5.2, were not particularly informative, with all
features from Dataset X having neutral to weakly positive importance, and most fea-
tures of Dataset Y having weakly negative, neutral or weakly positive importance. Only
one feature of Dataset X, the white matter of the orbital part of the left inferior frontal
gyrus, and one feature of Dataset Y, the isthmus of left cingulate gyrus (white matter),
part of the limbic system, were given somewhat importance. Figures A.2.14-A.2.16 of
Appendix 2 displays the occlusion sensitivity heatmaps of the rs2243454 model. Inter-
estingly, for the majority class label "1", no areas are highlighted (figure A.2.15). This
could possibly indicate, that when the DenseNet model see no "signs" of the other two
classes, it simply predicts the majority class. In predicting label "0" (figure A.2.14), the
left cerebral hemisphere (frontal, temporal and possibly parietal lobes) and right cere-
bellum are highlighted as important. For the prediction of label "2" (figure A.2.16), the
superior parietal lobules of the parietal lobes and the cerebellum are highlighted.
Figure A.2.17 and A.2.18 of Appendix 2 show the occlusion sensitivity maps for the
high performing Gender model. The greatest difference between these heatmaps, and
the ones for the other (weak) models is that they are more "concentrated". Only one
area of each of the two labels are marked as important; a smaller area centred around
(55,70,70) on the left temporal lobe for label "male" (figure A.2.17) and a bigger, more
diffuse area on the left cerebral hemisphere around the parietal and frontal lobes.
Ideally, the background of the brain images should have been green in the heatmaps.
That would have signified that they had no impact on the predictions. This is, how-
ever not the case. At best the backgrounds are marked orange, at worst dark red/blue.
"Extracting" the brain from the images, i.e. cropping such that as much background as
possible is removed, could yield a significant increase in classification performance.
5 Discussion and Concluding Remarks
5.1 Phase 1: Random Forest Classifier in Imaging Genetics
As mentioned in section 2.7.3, established imaging genetic approaches, such as univari-
ate, multivariate and voxel-wise approaches are prone to disadvantages such as being
computationally expensive, selection of IPs for such computationally expensive meth-
ods taking time and requiring knowledge of which features to choose, and/or relation-
ships between different IPs and genetic markers being lost. The RFC approach in this
thesis were meant to tackle most of these issues, the exception being the loss of relation-
ship between genetic markers. RFC models are fast to train, even on high-dimensional
data, and so the effect of multiple IPs can be tested at the same time, without great
loss in speed. ML feature selection methods circumvent the issues of hand-picking
IPs. However, with regard to performing successful and efficient genome-wide studies,
these RFC experiments have come out rather unsuccessful.
Table 5.1 displays results from the GWAS1 permutation tests p-value distributions of
SNPs previously reported in literature to be associated with hippocampal, amygdala
and/or cortical atrophy. Though the goal of these experiments has not been to recreate
results from previous studies, ideally, at least some of these SNPs, particularly those as-
sociated with hippocampal volume, as that have been a feature present in all feature se-
lected datasets, should have performed well in these studies. Not only does none meet
the threshold of 0.05, most are high above. There were however, many weaknesses
with this approach. One weakness was, as discussed before, the RF importance based
feature selection. Another was that the features were not bias corrected, which was ad-
dressed for GWAS2. Uncorrected IPs showed a strong systematic difference between
gender, as observed in the relative difference between the distributions in figures 4.12b
and 4.13b. A third weakness was that the number of permutations run was only 50 for
Table 5.1: P-value results from stage 1 and 2 of the third p-value estimation through permutation testing
from GWAS1 for SNPs associated with hippocampal, amygdala and/or cortical volume [12; 54].
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Table 5.2: P-value results from GWAS1 and GWAS2 of SNPs listed as the polymorphism of the AlzGene
Database top 42 genetic risk factors, that exist in the datasets. GWAS1-3.1 and GWAS1-3.2 refer to
stage 1 and 2 of the third p-value estimation through permutation testing from GWAS1. GWAS2-X and
GWAS2-Y refer to the GWAS2 p-value distribution X and Y, respectively.
the first stage, and 100 for the second stage. For reliability and computing small enough
p-values, permutation tests must be run for a significant amount of permutations [63].
Using the balanced binary dataset example of 100 datapoints, given in 2.8.2, which has(100
50
)
∝ 1029 possible permutations, let the null hypothesis not be rejected for 10,000 of
these permutations, that will still yield a p-value of (10,000+1)/1025 ∝ 10−29. If ex-
tremely unfortunate when performing tests for 100 permutations of this dataset, most of
them could belong to this set of 10,000 permutations. However, this is statistically very
little likely (p ≈ 10−23). Table 5.1 does however, have one SNP that has performed
significantly worse for 100 permutations than for 50, while table 5.2 presents one SNP
which achieves better p-value for 100 permutations compared to 50.
Table 5.2 list the p-value results from the different genome-wide studies performed in
phase 1, of SNPs from the AlzGene Database top genetic risk factors1. Though all
SNPs of this table have not necessarily been associated with brain atrophy directly,
association with AD is still established. Yet, only two of these SNPs have p-values
below the threshold of 0.05; rs744373 in GWAS2-Y, and rs213045 in GWAS1-3.2
and GWAS2-Y. Rs744373 have formerly been found associated with amyloid depo-
sition [12], while one polymorphism of rs213045 is associated with decreased risk of
AD, possibly through endothelin-converting enzyme-1(ECE-1) being a candidate Ab-
degrading enzyme in brain [56].
One of the top 20 SNPs from the GWAS2-X distribution, in table 4.4 in section
4.1.5.2, have previously been found associated with AD in the Chinese Han popula-
tion, rs950809 [123]. Apart from rs744373 and rs213045 from the top SNPs from the
GWAS2-Y distribution in table 4.4, rs2149632 have previously been found associated
with AD [79].
1https://web.archive.org/web/20110222233234/http://www.alzgene.org/TopResults.asp
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In order to perform better, chances are that 1. the RFC model require more data to
learn and 2. accuracy simply is not a good choice of performance measure with re-
gard to null hypothesis testing for such unbalanced datasets. With balanced datasets of
the same size for all SNPs, chances are that RFC model accuracy could have worked
well as test statistic for the GWAS experiments. However, by limiting datasets to the
minority class, very few SNPs would have large enough datasets for training. One of
the filtering criteria from section 3.3.5.1 was that the minority class (for 3-class SNPs)
should be represented by at least 5% of the datapoints. For, at best, 628 subjects, this
is 32 datapoints. In most cases with highly heterogeneous, high-dimensional data, a
3-class dataset of 96 datapoints will be insufficient for training ML algorithms. In the
same way, it can be argued that 32 datapoints is insufficient for an RFC to learn the
class structure in the current tests, i.e. that the 5% representation criteria is too low.
With regard to efficiency, another method for computing p-values than permutation
tests is necessary. In Huang et al.’s FVGWAS framework, they introduced a wild boot-
strap detection procedure for a heteroscedastic linear model [54]. Adapting this proce-
dure to create a RFC GWAS framework, could be worth investigating.
This thesis have focused on feature selection for limiting the dimension of the dataset,
however, there is a great chance that RFC models would have performed better with
features made with feature extraction methods, such as PCA. PCA, independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA) and independent vector analysis (IVA) are common tools in mul-
tivariate analysis in imaging genetics, used both with reducing dimension of brain-wide
data and in sets of genotype analysis [72]. However, model interpretation would then
have been much more complex, and a great interest in this study was to see which brain
structures the SNPs affected. Methods such as PCA loadings can yield how much the
original features contributed to the principal components (made features), but if the
contribution is from a great set of features, this is still not very informative. A possible
solution could be to perform permutation importance where the original features are
permuted before transformation, and then prediction is performed with the transformed
features.
5.2 Phase 2: Deep Learning in Imaging Genetics
In 2020 Ruiz et al. performed a 4-way classification of AD diagnosis with an en-
semble of 3D DenseNets on 3D MRI brain scans [98]. The diagnostic labels were
"CN", "EMCI", "LMCI" and "AD". This ensemble, consisting of three DenseNet-121
models of different growth rates and convolutional kernel sizes, achieved test accuracy
of 83.33%. Predictions were made using a probability based fusion of the individual
models’ results, rather than majority vote. The individual accuracy scores for the three
models are given in table 5.3. This study used 600 preprocessed MRI scans in NIfTI
format from ADNI2 and ADNIGO, divided into 80% train and 20% test sets. Both
train and test sets were balanced. For the DenseNet-121 classifications in this thesis,
the same hyper-parameter settings as for these models have been used, except a growth
rate of 32, convolutional kernel size of 7×7×7 and training for 50 epochs (Ruiz et al.
trained for 100 epochs, and used no pretraining). Adding that we performed a 5-way
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Table 5.3: Test performance of the three individual models of the 3D DenseNet ensemble for 4-way
classification of AD diagnosis from study performed by Ruiz et al. in 2020 [98].
Model nr. Growth rate Convulutional kernel size Accuracy
1 32 3×3×3 53.33%
2 22 7×7×7 57.50%
3 28 7×7×7 66.67%
(CN"/"EMCI"/"LMCI"/"AD"/"SMC") and 3-way (CN"/"MCI"/"AD") classification of
AD instead of 4-way, none of these results are directly comparable. The accuracy test
performance of the AD-1 model (44.07%) does however seem meagre in comparison
with what’s possible for a single 3D DenseNet-121 model in classification of AD from
table 5.3. However, Ruiz et al. used a balanced test set, thus their model performance
does not reflect performance on real-life data (generalization). Real-life data from the
general population will most definitely not be balanced. Hence, the AD-1 model test
performance is more realistic and reflecting of the real world in comparison.
Interestingly, it is the models 2 and 3 from 5.3, which have much fewer parameters
than model 1, that achieves better results. Another perk of these two models is that
fewer parameters generally mean shorter training time. Ruiz et al. also used a much
smaller, but balanced, train dataset. Using balanced train data could be an easy way
to increase model performance. However, the limited amount of MRI data available,
especially with regard to classification of SNPs, could pose a problem to this strat-
egy. Then, the problem is not just that there is generally a limited amount of available
MRI and genetic/diagnostic data, but that the minority class will cause a great restric-
tion on the size of the dataset. Still, Ruiz et al. have used only 600 images with success.
What really boosted the performance of the 3-way classification performed by Ruiz et
al., however, was the use of the ensemble technique. This is not the first time ensem-
bles of DenseNets have been used in AD classification. Wang et al. performed three
binary classifications ("MCI"/"AD", "CN"/"AD" and "CN"/"MCI") and one 3-way
("CN"/"MCI"/"AD") classification of AD using an ensemble of 3D DenseNets [121],
the 3-way classification achieving an impressive performance accuracy of 97.52%. This
article also performs a thorough testing of the effect of the different DenseNet hyper-
parameters on AD classification. Many other techniques have been used in CNN clas-
sification of AD, achieving good results [1; 14; 52; 71; 100; 115], however, the goal
of this project has not been achieving the best possible classification score of AD.
Classification of AD is simply used as a pretraining scheme. The problem of these
well-performing CNN models is that they are often complex, require long training time
and/or are difficult to interpret. The goal of imaging genetics is to assess the effect of
SNPs (or other genetic variants) on body function. Therefore, interpretability of the
model is more important than achieving the best possible classification performance.
On the other hand, model performance must be good enough to be considered reliable.
This discussion will therefore focus on (hopefully) efficient methods for boosting the
performance of single 3D CNN models.
Image preprocessing can greatly affect CNN model performance, e.g. the background
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of the MRI brain scans affect performance, as seen in the occlusion sensitivity maps in
Appendix 2. So, as mentioned before, cropping the brains out of the images, then scal-
ing them to the same size, could be a good measure to increase model performance.
Another preprocessing method is spatial normalization, making each image voxel of
every image correspond to the same anatomical position. There exists many softwares
for spatial normalization, such as SPM12 [13]. Spatial normalization was one of the
preprocessing steps Tang et al. used on the MRI scans in their presentation of a CNN
for Computer Aided Diagnosis, named 3D fine-tuning convolutional neural network
(3D-FCNN), in 2018 [115]. This model was made to balance speed and accuracy, and
achieved an accuracy of 91.32% in 3-way classification of AD ("CN"/"MCI"/"AD")
using 3744 MRI scans from 321 subjects from the ADNI database. Another prepro-
cessing step they employed was Gaussian kernel smoothing of the 4D image (all 3D
images across subjects). Performing SNP classification with these preprocessing steps,
as well as the proposed 3D-FCNN model, could be worth investigating.
The great performance of the Gender model (section 4.2.1) indicate that a predominant
signal in the MRI brain scans is gender. 3D CNNs have also been used with great suc-
cess in brain age regression [20; 59]. Bias correction for age and gender had impact on
the RFC analysis with regard to feature selection (AD classification) and the SNP clas-
sifications, though not on APOE e4 classification. Confounding correction could there-
fore help uncover more subtle SNPs or AD related effects. This gender bias could also
be the reason why the AD-2 model performs worse than AD-1; that starting off training
with weights for gender classification increases the gender bias. Logically, That bias
correction should help increase performance also makes sense logically. Brain atrophy
is a normal part of aging, just not as extreme as the brain volume decreases of AD and
MCI patients. Therefore, consider the classes "CN" and "EMCI" from the AD classi-
fications, will the normal brain volume decrement of an elder "CN" be distinguishable
from that of a younger "EMCI"?
In 2020, Dinga et al. stated that the most common way to control for confounds in
neuroimaging, namely adjusting voxels for confounds using linear regression before
training (like we did with the RFC data), is not sufficient for ML algorithms, as they
can extract information about confounds that regression does not remove [24]. As an
alternative, they proposed a method to estimate the effect of confounds on the output,
rather than correcting the input, by simply applying the traditional regression tech-
niques for confound adjustment on the ML model output.
Another method for confounding correction, where alterations to the DL model archi-
tecture itself is performed, is the confounder-free neural network (CF-Net) proposed by
Zhao et al. in 2020 [126]. This model architecture for confounder-free learning is com-
posed of three subnetworks. Two of these subnetworks are the subnetworks of standard
CNNs: a feature extractor consisting of convolutions and pooling layers, followed by
a predictor, commonly of fully connected layers. The last subnetwork is a predictor
of the confounder which guides the feature extractor in removing confounding effects
through the min-max game as done by generative adversarial networks (GANs) [126].
In these experiments, CNN classification of gender has been used for pretraining, but
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what if there instead was some way to use it to subtract the gender bias? In 2019, Wang
et al. proposed such an approach for confounding correction that they named Con-
founder Filtering (CF) [122]. The procedure is to 1. train the DL model on the task at
hand, 2. replace the top model layer with one predicting the labels of confounding fac-
tors, 3. start training again, keeping track of the weights updates, 4. replace all weights
that are frequently updated during this training phase with zeros. Wang et al. improved
performance of four DL models (lung adenocarcinoma prediction, heart right ventricle
segmentation, brain tumour prediction and student’s confusion status) by applying CF
to the models [122]. However, if many classifications are planned for the same dataset
(like in this study), it would be advantageous if the confounding prediction and classifi-
cation tasks could be performed separately, i.e. training individual models of the same
architecture on prediction of confounding factors and on the classification tasks, and
then the frequently updated weights from these confounding models are replaced with
zeros in the others. This would be a more efficient approach when performing many
classifications for the same dataset, and could be worth investigating.
In 2019, Pominova et al. proposed a method to avoid extensive preprocessing of 3D
MRI for CNNs, namely 3D deformable convolutions (d-convolutions) [90]. 3D MRI
brain scans are noisy and high-dimensional, and traditional CNNs are very sensitive
to image size, scale and spatial orientation [90]. 3D d-convolutions is proposed as
a method to make the network itself invariant to these variations in the input im-
ages. Pomina et al. achieved significant increase in ROC/AUC performance with d-
convolutional VoxResNet model with comparison to normal VoxResNet model in clas-
sification of Schizoprenia and Bipolar Disorder.
The pretraining scheme chosen for the rs11193198 and rs2243454 models were AD-
1 weights. Another option could have been pretraining with weights from one of the
APOE models. This classification task is after all more similar to SNP classifications
than AD diagnosis. With the APOE-2 model weights, this could also have tested the
effect of a double pretraining scheme without the (possibly) extra gender bias.
As CNN models are time consuming to train, especially with 3D images, they are (at
present) not suitable for GWAS studies like in the RFC phase of this thesis. However,
they could provide a powerful tool in assessing the impact of single SNPs on brain (or
other body) function, like the experiments with rs11193198 and rs2243454. The occlu-
sion sensitivity heatmaps are by far more easy to interpret than the feature importance
of the manually extracted features from the RF classifications. However, occlusion sen-
sitivity comes with several drawbacks; computing occlusion sensitivity maps is highly
time consuming (depending on stride size), and is individual for each image and pre-
diction. Ideally, one should be able to easily visualize the generally important brain
areas for predicting a label, not for one single image and prediction. Further research
in DL model explanation visualization is therefore necessary. One approach could be
computing the average of occlusion sensitivity maps for several images. Naturally, this
would only work for spatially normalized images. However, this would be highly time
consuming.
Alternative visual explanation techniques include Guided Backpropagation [110] and
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Deconvolution [125]. Deconvolution map the feature activity back to the input pixel
space using a Deconvolutional Network (deconvnet). A deconvnet can be thought of
as a reverse CNN, mapping labels to pixels using the same components as a CNN
[125]. Guided Backpropagation is a variant of Deconvolution, where backward flow
of negative gradients are prevented [110]. These methods are, however, not class-
discriminative [104]. In 2017, Selvaraju et al. presented an alternative to occlusion
sensitivity named Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) [104].
Grad-CAM highlights the important image regions for predicting the given label by
using the gradients of the label flowing into the final convolutional layer. Results of
this technique highly correlates with occlusion sensitivity, but requires only a single
forward pass and partial backward pass per image, and is thus typically an order of
magnitude more efficient [104].
5.3 Conclusion
With regard to performing successful and efficient genome-wide brain-wide studies,
the RFC experiments in this thesis have been ineffectual. The models have yielded
relatively low performance, and finding effectual ways to compare the accuracies be-
tween SNPs have posed difficulties. Gender was found to have strong effect on uncor-
rected features for the RF classifications, and to be a predominant signal in the MRI
brain scans with regard to the CNN classifications. Correcting for confounding fac-
tors such as gender and age is therefore necessary for these experiments. Though the
DenseNet model classifications of SNPs rs11193198 and rs2243454 yielded low accu-
racies (47.65% and 37.57%), CNNs could still be a possible powerful tool in assessing
the effect of SNPs on the brain. A larger cohort is desirable with regard to both RF and
CNN classifications.
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Appendix 1 – Tables for Methods 
 
Table A.1.1: Classes and methods from scikit-learn used in the experiments. For 
documentation, see https://scikit-learn.org. 
 
Type Name Description Default parameters 
Class RandomForest-
Classifier 
Creates a random forest 
classifier instance. 














Class DummyClassifier Creates a dummy classifier that 
makes predictions using simple 
rules. Can be used as a baseline 





Class RFECV Creates feature ranking instance  
with recursive feature 
elimination and cross-validated 
selection of the best number of 
features. 
step=1, min_features_to_select=1, 
cv=None, scoring=None, verbose=0, 
n_jobs=None, 
importance_getter='auto' 
Class RFE  Creates feature ranking instance 





Class StratifiedKFold Creates stratified K-Folds cross-
validator instance. Provides 




Class MinMaxScaler Transform features by scaling 
each feature to a given range. 
feature_range=0, 1, copy=True, 
clip=False 
Method accuracy_score Computes accuracy 
classification score of input. 
normalize=True, 
sample_weight=None 
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Performes permutation testing 
for the given model and data. 
Returns the score, permutation 





Method confusion_matrix Computes the confusion matrix 


















Confusion Matrix visualization. display_labels=None 
Method cross_val_score Evaluates a score by cross-
validation. 
groups=None, scoring=None, 




Method train_test_split Split arrays or matrices into 







Table A.1.2: Classes and methods from MONAI used in the experiments. For documentation, 
see https://docs.monai.io. 
 
Type Name Description Default parameters 
Class densenet121 Creates Densenet121 model 
instance 
init_features=64, growth_rate=32, 
block_config=(6, 12, 24, 16), 
bn_size=4, dropout_prob=0.0,  
pretrained = False,  progress = True 
Class DataLoader  Generates images/labels from 
dataset 
num_workers=0 
Class ArrayDataset Creates dataset for 
segmentation and classification 
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Class Compose Provides the ability to chain a 
series of transformation calls in a 
sequence 
transforms=None 
Class AddChannel Adds a 1-length channel 
dimension to the input image 
 




Class ScaleIntensity Scaling the intensity of the input 
image. 
minv=0.0, maxv=1.0, factor=None 
Class ToTensor Converts input image to a tensor 
 
Class LoadImage Load image file or files from 
provided path based on reader. 
Chooses reader automatically 
from input type. 
reader=None, image_only=False, 
dtype=<class 'numpy.float32'> 
Class RandZoom Randomly zooms input arrays 
with given probability within 










Computes the occlusion 
sensitivity for a model's 
prediction of a given image 
pad_val=None, mask_size=15, 






Sets random seed for modules to 






Table A.1.3: Chromosome and positional data for genes used in SNP data selection in Phase 
1, GWAS 2 described in section 3.3.6. Human reference genome GRCh37. 
 
Gene name Chromosome GRCh37 start pos (bp) GRCh37 end pos (bp) 
PRNP 20 4666996 4682236 
CST3 20 23607343 23619110 
IL33 9 6215786 6257983 
CLU 8 27454434 27472217 
OTC 23 38211839 38280699 
DAPK1 9 90112143 90323549 
NEDD9 6 11183531 11382581 
Appendix 1 page 4 of 8 
 
PGBD1 6 28249349 28270326 
TFAM 10 60145105 60158980 
ADAM10 15 58881008 59041990 
TNF 6 31543342 31546113 
PCDH11X 23 91034260 91878229 
LDLR 19 11200138 11244496 
CH25H 10 90965386 90967074 
IDE 10 94211441 94333853 
MTHFR 1 11845780 11866512 
ENTPD7 10 101419266 101470998 
CALHM1 10 105212997 105218657 
SORCS1 10 108333421 108924292 
GAPDHS 19 36024357 36036221 
ECE1 1 21543740 21672065 
CCR2 3 46395235 46402431 
EXOC3L2 19 45715628 45748665 
IL1A 2 113531502 113542070 
IL1B 2 113587328 113594393 
BIN1 2 127805603 127864864 
TF 3 133464884 133515485 
GAB2 11 77926339 78129394 
PICALM 11 85668218 85780924 
SORL1 11 121323023 121504472 
CHRNB2 1 154540254 154552489 
CR1 1 207669492 207815110 
TNK1 17 7283853 7293093 
THRA 17 38214543 38250120 
GRN 17 42422614 42430474 
ACE 17 61554422 61575741 
 
 
Table A.1.4: The set of  features used for feature selection 2 of phase 1, GWAS 2, described in 
section 3.3.6.2, and the set of their correlated features. 
 
Nr. Feature Correlated features 
1 Volume.ctx-lh-unknown   








5 Volume.ctx-lh-cuneus Volume.ctx-lh-pericalcarine, Volume.ctx-rh-cuneus 
6 Volume.ctx-lh-entorhinal   
7 Volume.ctx-lh-fusiform Volume.ctx-rh-fusiform 
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33 Volume.Left-Caudate Volume.Right-Caudate 
34 Volume.Left-Putamen Volume.Right-Putamen 
35 Volume.Left-Pallidum   




38 Volume.Left-VentralDC Volume.Right-VentralDC, Volume.Brain-Stem 








43 Volume.wm-lh-cuneus Volume.wm-rh-cuneus 
44 Volume.wm-lh-entorhinal   


























53 Volume.wm-lh-postcentral Volume.wm-lh-precentral, Volume.wm-lh-superiorfrontal, 
Volume.wm-rh-postcentral, Volume.wm-rh-precentral, 
Volume.wm-rh-superiorfrontal 













58 Volume.wm-lh-frontalpole   












62 Volume.ctx-rh-unknown   





































78 Volume.Right-Inf-Lat-Vent Volume.Left-Inf-Lat-Vent, Volume.Right-Lateral-Ventricle 
79 Volume.Right-Pallidum   
80 Volume.Right-Amygdala Volume.Left-Amygdala, Volume.Right-Hippocampus 































92 Volume.Optic-Chiasm   
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Appendix 2 – Occlusion Sensitivity Results 
 
   
Figure A.2.1: Image axes used for the occlusion plots. Left: image is sliced along the x axis. 
Middle: image is sliced along the y axis. Right: image is sliced along the z axis. 
 
 
Figure A.2.2: Effect of mask size and stride size on occlusion sensitivity. 
 
 
Figure A.2.3: Occlusion sensitivity maps for AD-1 DenseNet model (5-way classification of 
AD, no pretraining), for prediction of label “SMC”. To the left is the image slice, to the right 
is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along the following axis (from 
top): x=60 and y=50. 




Figure A.2.4: Occlusion sensitivity maps for AD-1 DenseNet model (5-way classification of 
AD, no pretraining), for prediction of label “EMCI”. To the left is the image slice, to the right 
is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along the following axis (from 
top): x=60, y=60, y=50 and y=40. 
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Figure A.2.5: Occlusion sensitivity maps for AD-1 DenseNet model (5-way classification of 
AD, no pretraining), for prediction of label “LMCI”. To the left is the image slice, to the right 
is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along the following axis (from 
top): x=55, y=50 and y=85. 
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Figure A.2.6: Occlusion sensitivity maps for AD-1 DenseNet model (5-way classification of 
AD, no pretraining), for prediction of label “CN”. To the left is the image slice, to the right is 
the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along the following axis (from 
top): x=55, y=70 and y=55. 
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Figure A.2.7: Occlusion sensitivity maps for AD-1 DenseNet model (5-way classification of 
AD, no pretraining), for prediction of label “AD”. To the left is the image slice, to the right is 
the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along the following axis (from 
top): x=60, y=50 and y=80. 
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Figure A.2.8: Occlusion sensitivity maps for APOE-2 DenseNet model (binary classification of 
APOE ε4, pretrained with AD-1 weights), for prediction of label “0” (no alleles). To the left is 
the image slice, to the right is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made 
along the following axis (from top): x=65, y=65 and y=75. 
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Figure A.2.9: Occlusion sensitivity maps for APOE-2 DenseNet model (binary classification of 
APOE ε4, pretrained with AD-1 weights), for prediction of label “1” (one or more alleles). To 
the left is the image slice, to the right is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been 
made along the following axis (from top): x=55, y=60 and y=70. 
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Figure A.2.10: Occlusion sensitivity maps for rs11193198 DenseNet model (3-way 
classification, pretrained with AD-1 weights), for prediction of label “0”. To the left is the 
image slice, to the right is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along 
the following axis (from top): x=55, y=40, y=60 and y=75. 
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Figure A.2.11: Occlusion sensitivity maps for rs11193198 DenseNet model (3-way 
classification, pretrained with AD-1 weights), for prediction of label “0”. To the left is the 
image slice, to the right is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along 
the following axis (from top): x=55, z=35 and z=65. 
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Figure A.2.12: Occlusion sensitivity maps for rs11193198 DenseNet model (3-way 
classification, pretrained with AD-1 weights), for prediction of label “1”. To the left is the 
image slice, to the right is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along 
the following axis (from top): x=55, y=50 and y=75. 
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Figure A.2.13: Occlusion sensitivity maps for rs11193198 DenseNet model (3-way 
classification, pretrained with AD-1 weights), for prediction of label “2”. To the left is the 
image slice, to the right is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along 
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Figure A.2.14: Occlusion sensitivity maps for rs2243454 DenseNet model (3-way 
classification, pretrained with AD-1 weights), for prediction of label “0”. To the left is the 
image slice, to the right is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along 
the following axis (from top): x=60, y=55 and y=80. 
 




Figure A.2.15: Occlusion sensitivity maps for rs2243454 DenseNet model (3-way 
classification, pretrained with AD-1 weights), for prediction of label “1”. To the left is the 
image slice, to the right is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along 
the following axis (from top): x=60 and y=60. 
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Figure A.2.16: Occlusion sensitivity maps for rs2243454 DenseNet model (3-way 
classification, pretrained with AD-1 weights), for prediction of label “2”. To the left is the 
image slice, to the right is the occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along 
the following axis (from top): x=60, y=40 and y=70. 
  




Figure A.2.17: Occlusion sensitivity maps for Gender DenseNet model (binary classification, 
male/female), for prediction of label “male”. To the left is the image slice, to the right is the 
occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along the following axis (from top): 
x=55, y=70 and z=70. 
  




Figure A.2.18: Occlusion sensitivity maps for Gender DenseNet model (binary classification, 
male/female), for prediction of label “female”. To the left is the image slice, to the right is the 
occlusion map of this image slice. Slices have been made along the following axis (from top): 
x=35, y=45 and z=60. 
